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Abstract
The fashion industry causes a lot of environmental problems. Consumers become more aware
of the negative impact that over-consumption in the fashion industry has. Business model
innovation is needed to tackle such pressing sustainability issues and changing demands.
Moreover, this study shows that local production can contribute to solve the problems of the
fast fashion industry and create a stronger sense of community. Besides sustainability
challenges, digitalization has become very important in the retail and fashion industry. The
online environment has become one of the most essential marketplaces for transactions,
products and services. It is important for companies to know how to go along with these trends
of digitalization-based business model innovations. Local production of fashion that goes along
with these trends is not yet done that much in the Netherlands. Therefore, three cases have been
analysed to investigate which best practices in the market can be found and which practices can
be translated towards a feasible online business model, that could stimulate local production in
the Netherlands.
Data on the three cases has been obtained via economic, financial, fashion and lifestyle
sources and via the company websites. Afterwards, the Gioia methodology has been used
during the data analysis to create a proper basis for building a data structure, in order to provide
an answer on the research questions. The findings can be applied to slow fashion companies in
the Netherlands that aim to stimulate local production via an online business model. Finally,
the results show that companies need to determine what provides the value, how this value is
packaged, delivered and on which customer segments a company need to focus to be successful
online. Concluding, this study have shown that focusing on the four elements content,
packaging ,infrastructure and customer segments is the most important to create a feasible
online business model. Finally, limitations of this study and suggestions for future research are
given.
KEYWORDS: online business model, digitalization, local production, slow fashion, customer
segments, value creation
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1.Introduction
“ Nowadays, if you have a laptop, a great idea, a shipping centre or perhaps an airport. Then a
brand can engage and inspire globally. Therefore one of my favourite topics of today is the
decentralization of creative capitals. Independent designers tell us that they can work from
anywhere. They no longer rely on city centres, fashion councils and fashion weeks. Suddenly
the game is changing”. These are the words of Stefan Siegel during the USD Condé Nast
International Luxury Conference in 2017 (Oman Magazine, 2017). Stefan Siegel tells us how
crucial this online environment is in today’s world.
The fashion industry has continuously changed in the past decade. Nowadays, the
fashion industry is dominated by the movement of ‘fast fashion’. Which is characterized by
short life cycles and high volatility of market demand. Demands for clothes keep increasing
and therefore the environmental hazards and health problems caused by this industry are
increasing proportionally as well (Khan, 2013). In addition, our growing global population is
creating increasing sustainability challenges for businesses and society (Verhoef, 2015). In
contrast, the awareness among consumers about these downsides is increasing as well (Yang,
2017). The downsides of fast fashion and this increasing awareness of consumers has an
influence on current and future demands in the fashion industry. Therefore, business model
innovation is becoming urgent if a company aims to tackle such pressing sustainability issues
and changing demands in the industry (Bocken, 2016). Besides sustainability challenges and
changing consumer demands, the integration of channels in online and offline retailing became
crucial in the fashion industry. The dawn of the mobile channel, social media and tablets became
very important in the retail and fashion industry. How does this affect fashion companies in the
future and how will these innovations have an influence on the market? Questions like this are
important for the fashion companies of today, tomorrow and the future.
The shift from physical store to online e-shop means that retailers have to react on the
changes in the market. Furthermore, the online environment has become one of the most
essential marketplaces for transactions of products and services (Leeflang, 2014). So a relevant
question should be: should fashion companies go online ? Research proved that the presence of
e-commerce has a positive effect in the business of traditional retailers (Korneta, 2015).
Conducting research on e-commerce is relevant, because the percentage of e-commerce of the
total commerce is still increasing and rapidly growing and impacting many businesses and
marketing operations. Moreover, this field is fascinating, because of its innovative business
models (Turban et al., 2017). So the online environment has become one of the most essential
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marketplaces to operate in and innovative business models, make it very interesting for the
retail and fashion industry to investigate what the possibilities are.
This research will apply studies to Fashion Made in Holland (FMiH). This is an
upcoming initiative that wants to stimulate this idea of slow fashion and local production
(Fashion Made in Holland, 2016). Recalling production back to the Netherlands will be more
expensive. However, if young and independent designer’s ideas could be combined with local
resources, this development is likely to lead fashion diversity, instead of the market driven by
identical fashion trends (Jung & Jin, 2014). So the question is: How are sustainability and
digitalization affecting the fashion industry? And moreover, what is the best way for slow
fashion companies like FMiH to implement their business plan and guarantee feasibility ?

The corresponding main research question will be:
“How can we translate best practices of online fashion businesses towards a feasible online
business model that can stimulate local production in the Netherlands?”
The research question can be divided into multiple sub-questions:
1. How will the slow fashion industry solve the issues of the fast fashion industry?
2. What are the needs and desires of consumers when it comes to an online fashion
environment?
3. Which online platforms are already on the market for slow fashion companies and which
elements can be valuable for FMiH?
4. Which parts of an online business model should be emphasized to guarantee feasibility
for FMiH?

The first sub-question focusses on the environmental impact of the fashion industry and states
the importance of slow fashion that helps to solve these problems. The second sub-question
takes a closer look at consumers online, in order to determine what the consumers are asking
for. The findings of this study for these first sub-questions will be based on the literature review.
The last two sub-questions will give insights how successful other companies are in this market
and which elements and best practices are valuable to implement via an online business model,
in order to stimulate local production in the Netherlands. The answers to these last two subquestions will be based on the outcomes of the data analysis. As such this paper aims to give
FMiH insight in which elements and best practices in the market are important to focus on and
how a slow fashion company, like FMiH, could create a feasible online business model, that
goes along with the trends of digitalization-based business model innovations.
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2.Theoretical Framework
First of all, this literature review emphasizes the problems of fast fashion and the way to reach
more sustainability within the fashion industry via slow fashion initiatives and local production.
This is done by using literature about the development of the fashion industry throughout the
years. Second, a section about e-commerce in the fashion industry will give insight on how
consumers behave online and how e-commerce has an impact on the fashion industry. Then, all
the elements of the Business Model Canvas are described one by one. Fourth, the literature
review discusses the way digital businesses create value by the model of Weil and Woerner to
apply literature towards the online environment. Throughout the whole literature review, the
definitions of fast fashion, slow fashion, e-commerce and business model are mentioned to
create a better understanding of these concepts.
2.1 The Fast Fashion Industry
2.1.1.Definition and characteristics of fast fashion
Until the mid-1980’s, the success in the fashion industry was mainly based on mass production
and it was focussed on decreasing costs (Jang, Ko, Chun and Lee, 2012). In this period the
production of styles did not change frequently due to design restrictions of the factories.
However, in the 1990’s, retailers started adapting fashion to trends, instead of only focussing
on cost efficiency. Over the years, the fashion model changed a lot. Nowadays, the mainstream
fashion model contains manufacturing faster, a shorter lead time and an increased amount of
fashion seasons among consumers. This core concept of fashion makes it possible for global
retailers to offer high-end designs for low prices. (Sull & Turconi, 2008). This increased speed
in order to meet the changing fashion trends is not always in line with good working conditions.
However, this concept of fast fashion is very profitable in the global market (Jung & Jin, 2016).
In brief, this model is not always in line with working conditions and sustainability, but on the
other hand, it is efficient and very profitable.
2.1.2. Sustainability issues in the fast fashion industry
The textile and clothing industry is one of the most polluting industries on this planet since it is
a chemical-intensive process and it requires a lot of water for its production process (Pensupa,
2017). The industry has not made enough effort to achieve sustainability, even though a lot of
pollution is produced by fast fashion, firms trying to innovate faster than other companies in
the fashion industry. The fast fashion model is very profitable, however a lot of downsides are
existing and the industry has a lot of challenges left to be sustainable (Jang, 2012). The main
challenges are to not neglect working conditions, decrease fashion waste and change towards
7

trends that are more suited for the long-term instead of the short-term (Jung & Jin, 2016). All
these sources state that the fast fashion industry and especially the fast fashion model includes
a lot of downsides, except the profitability.
2.1.3. Downsides of outsourcing fashion production to low-wage countries
Fashion trends are changing all the time. Characteristics of the fast fashion model are lowquality and low prices of fashion items. This model encourages people to buy multiple clothes
and dispose of them shortly thereafter, which increases fashion waste (Fletcher, 2010).
Moreover, a lot of the textile production is located in the less developed countries where the
wages are low and the negative impacts of production are enormous. India is an example, this
country has a poor wastewater treatment, it is said that India is the main contributor of
wastewater in South Asia (Verma, 2012). To prevent environmental problems, fashion waste
and neglecting working conditions, it would be better for the environment if European fashion
firms stop outsourcing all their production to underdeveloped countries and recall some of their
production and shift towards the system of slow fashion (Jung & Jin, 2016; Fletcher, 2013).
Local production will stimulate the creation of new jobs and it will have other positive effects,
for example fair wages and good working conditions for the employees (Henninger et al., 2016).
In brief, outsourcing fashion production to countries with low wages causes a lot of problems
for the society and the environment. If the fashion was produced on a local level than these
negative effects on society and the environment would be smaller.
2.2 The slow fashion industry and local production
2.2.1. Definition of slow fashion and characteristics
In contrast to fast fashion, the slow fashion retailing is understood as retailing of designed
clothing and being locally produced or re-used. The definition of slow fashion is content and
context dependent (Henninger et al., 2016). In contrast to what Henninger et al. stated, Fletcher
stated that slow fashion is not the opposite of fast fashion, but a different approach of designers,
buyers, retailers, and consumers, who are more aware of the impacts products have on workers,
communities and ecosystems (Fletcher, 2013). Besides this awareness, the study of Clark
showed that slow fashion increases the lifespan of clothing from the moment of acquisition to
the moment of discard the design. Despite the lifespan, the designs are less influenced by trends
and are timeless and made of more durable materials (Clark, 2008). Besides sustainability, slow
fashion leads to higher quality products and more welfare for employees as well. Because in
factories for the production of fast fashion, employees do not need to work overtime to meet
short lead times and fast-changing trends. Slow fashion companies intend to create a more
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sustainable process. (Fletcher, 2013). So, compared to fast fashion, the slow fashion production
has a lot of advantages. Henninger et al. stated that transparency about working conditions, fair
wages, and reduced carbon footprint will be very important steps already in the industry
(Henninger et al., 2016). Concluding, all these studies state that slow fashion contributes
towards an industry with less fashion waste and production and consumption that will be more
sustainable and ethical.
2.2.2. The downside of locally produced and sustainable fashion
Besides all these advantages of the production and consumption side, some downsides exist as
well. The price of locally and more sustainably produced products is much higher than the ‘fast’
fashion produced in developing countries. The production of slow fashion products takes longer
and it should be produced in smaller quantities. To sustain profitability, slow fashion brands
have to deliver more quality and consumers should be willing to pay more for each piece of
clothing. This higher price is something that deters a lot of people from enjoying locally or
more sustainable products (Johansson, 2010). A lot of slow fashion initiatives with the small
quantity production at low speed cannot compete with fast fashion initiatives, because these
large-scale firms are based on the economy of scale strategy (Jung & Jin, 2016). In the end, it
is really hard for slow fashion companies to compete with the fast fashion companies. In brief,
higher costs prices and a longer production process are described as the main reasons.
2.2.3. Changing consumer attitudes: a more sustainable and responsible demand
Over the years, consumer demands changed and these demands can change in the future as well.
An example, Yang stated that consumers of fashion products became increasingly aware of the
environmental protection, social responsibility and economic sustainability in the last years.
Companies have to take this into account in the upcoming years and slow fashion initiatives
could benefit from this changing mindset of consumers (Yang, 2017). Moreover, since the
majority of consumers have realized the impact of their purchasing behaviour, more consumers
are willing to buy ecologically friendly products (Laroche, 2001). Therefore, sustainable
fashion could be the new trend, but this new concept of fashion has some requirements. It needs
to add value for a customer, it needs to be produced in smaller quantities with higher quality,
and consumers have to pay a higher price (Jung & Jin, 2016). Todeschini agreed on this by
stating that slow fashion is driving innovation in value proposition and customer relationship.
This is because firms perceive that their clothes are noticed as higher quality and more authentic
and address customer concerns in terms of environmental and social impacts (Todeschini et
al.,2017). Moreover, the attitude of Dutch consumers towards sustainable clothes is more
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positive than towards conventionally produced clothes (Leferink, 2018). This means that a slow
fashion concept should add value for many Dutch consumers if we can generalize the
population in the research of Leferink. In brief, a lot of consumers are willing to buy more
ecologically friendly products and pay a higher price, but only if the product is adding more
value for the customer.
2.3 E-commerce in the fashion industry
2.3.1. The definition of e-commerce and digitalization of consumption
E-commerce can be defined in several ways. First of all, e-commerce can be described as the
delivery of products and services, information or payments not only via the internet but also via
telephone lines, computer networks or other possible ways (Treese & Stewart, 2013). In
addition, Zwass defined e-commerce as the maintaining of business relationships, exchanging
business-related information and conducting business transactions via the telecommunications
networks (Zwass, 2003). Although, the fashion industry was slower in adopting e-commerce
than other sectors because it was really hard for retailers to translate the in-store experience to
the online e-shop. However, it is growing faster than ever, because of all the new technologies
that exist nowadays. This make it possible for consumers to evaluate fashion online and for
companies to create an experience among channels, which is more engaging, competitive and
integrated (Blázquez, 2014). Leeflang stated that the online environment has become one of the
most essential marketplaces for transactions of products and services (Leeflang, 2014).
However, Blázquez emphasizes that companies can not ‘simply’ use different channels online
and offline. It is essential to select and make use of the potential of a channel to be successful.
In this case, innovations in digital technology makes it possible for fashion retailers to deliver
a multi-channel experience for consumers (Blázquez, 2014). Concluding, these studies describe
the growth of e-commerce in the fashion industry and the fact that the multichannel behaviour
is already a reality.
2.3.2. Attitudes and behaviour of e-consumers
In the last section, the definition of e-commerce, the multi-channel experience for consumers
and the influence of digital technology on customer experience has been described. Despite the
digitalization of consumption in the fashion industry, the study of online practices has remained
underexplored. However, some pioneers published theories in the last years, mainly about
online communities and value creation or innovation practices (Schau, et al., 2009). E-consumer
behaviour can be explained by three elements in figure one: beliefs, attitudes, and intentions
towards online shopping. He argues that functional considerations have an effect on attitudes
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of e-retailers which influence intentions to shop, and at the end e-retail activity (Dennis et al.
2009). In addition, Leferink stated in her research for FMiH, that the importance of attitudes on
purchasing behaviour in the Netherlands (Leferink, 2017). More theories are stating the relation
between attitudes and behaviour. Sweeney and Soutar stated that four value dimensions
(emotional, social, quality/performance and price/value for money) were found to help
significantly explain attitudes and behaviour (Sweeney & Soutar, 2001). Important for the
online environment is that prior positive experience with internet creates a positive attitude
towards the channel. In the end, a positive attitude has positive influence on purchases online
as well (Blázquez, 2014). Finally, one model to explain e-consumer behaviour shows that econsumers intentions to purchase will be influenced in a positive way if attitudes are positive
as well. Important to know that positive intentions have a positive influence on the actual
purchases, just like in the theory of Bázquez (Dennis et al., 2009). In brief, all these sources
describe the importance of creating positive attitudes of consumers online, because it creates
positive effects on their purchase intentions and behaviour.

Figure 1 Behaviour of e-consumers (Dennis et al., 2009)
2.3.3. Impact of e-commerce on the Fashion industry
E-commerce and digitalization are questioning the traditional retail business model. Local
retailers are not always fully aware of the opportunities of digital shopping convenience for
themselves. Perhaps even more important, they could lose their competitive advantages,
because they are not going along with the trends of digitalization-based business model
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innovations, which means that they are not going along with the changing consumers’
expectations (Bollweg et al., 2015). Retailers need to understand the relevance of innovating
among them and retailers must take all channels into account, in a holistic way. Retailers can
reach this by boosting interactive and new technologies of the Internet and making use of the
advantages of all the touchpoints with their consumers. These technologies make it possible for
consumers to evaluate fashion online and create the ultimate experience for consumers by
businesses (Blázques, 2014). In contrast, Enders & Jelassi stated that for products that can’t be
digitized that consumers will also look for shopping experiences in a physical store. However,
still for companies that sell these kinds of products (clothes, groceries etcetera) the Internet will
be increasingly important as well. Therefore, retailers who manage to integrate the online part
with physical in-store retail will be the most successful (Enders & Jelassi, 2000). All these
studies above emphasize the fashion and retail industry has a lot of opportunities to create the
ultimate experience for consumers in the end. If companies want to move along with the
changing demands of consumers, this means that they have to be innovative online as well.
2.4 Business model
2.4.1 Definition of business model
A business model describes the manner in which business is done to generate revenue and create
value (Turban et al., 2017). In addition, in the following business model definition, the value is
explained too: a business model describes the rationale of how an organization creates and
delivers, and captures value (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010). So, these definitions clearly
emphasize that value plays an important role in business modelling. However, an online
business model is not only about a value proposition, a revenue model or a network of
relationships by itself. It is the combination of these components together that makes a concept
successful (Zott, Amit & Massa, 2011). Concluding, these theories state the importance of value
creation and the combination of components and relationships of different elements in Business
Models.
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2.4.2 Business model Canvas
The business model can be seen as the blueprint for a strategy, consisting of nine important
building blocks: Customer segments, value propositions, channels, customer relationships,
revenue streams, key resources, key activities, key partnerships and cost structure (Osterwalder
and Pigneur, 2010). These blocks will be described shortly below:
Building Block

Customer segments

Defines which groups of people or organizations a business is aiming to reach and serve. Questions
like for whom are we creating value and who are our important customers ?

Value propositions

The value proposition is what is creating value for a customer segment through a combination of
elements that fulfil the needs of that particular segment or solve problems that customers have.

Channels

The channels are the way of communicating and reaching customer segments to deliver this value
proposition. Channels are the customer’s touch points which are important for the customer
experience.

Customer relationships

It is really important to clarify the type of relationship that you have as a company with your clients.

Revenue streams

This represents the cash a company is generating from the customer segments. The value creation is
coming back as well in this part, because a customer will only pay money for a certain value. This
model is differentiating two types of revenue streams: 1. Transaction revenues resulting from onetime customer payments and 2. Recurring revenues resulting from ongoing payments to either deliver
a value proposition to customers or provide post-purchase customer support.

Key resources

Which assets does a company needs to make a business model work? Value proposition is again
very important in this case as well. With the resources of a company you can create and offer a
value proposition and earn revenues.

Key activities

These activities describe the best what a company should do to make the business model work.
Key activities can be categorized in production, problem solving and platform/network.

Key partnerships

Cost constructure

Partnerships are really important to reduce the risk, optimize their business models or acquire
resources. In fact the key partnerships are the partnerships and suppliers that make the business
model work. In the model we can distinguish four different partnerships: 1.strategic alliances
2.Coopetition 3.Joint ventures 4.buyer-supplier relationship.
The cost structure include the most important costs incurred while operating a business model. A lot
of elements in the business model canvas will costs the company money: creating and delivering
value to the customers, maintaining relationships and generating revenue all incur costs. Costs
structures can be cost-driven, value-driven.

figure 2 building blocks Business Model Canvas (BMC)

2.5 Customer value creation
Customer value is marked as very important because it positively affects consumers intention
to purchase the products. Slow fashion is affecting this customer value in a positive way,
however how slow fashion businesses can enhance profitability in the fashion industry is still a
challenge (Jung & Jin, 2016). The Business Model Canvas of Osterwalder and Pigneur explains
not only the concept value proposition but also cost structure and revenue streams to look for
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ways to enhance profitability as well. They also state within the process of value proposition it
is important to create this customer value, by fulfilling the needs of a certain customer segment
(Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010). Slow fashion is driving innovation in value proposition and
customer relationship, this means that slow fashion demands can create value for particular
customer segments (Todeschini et al., 2017). Weill and Woerner explained that also in the
online environment it is essential to create this added value. A combination of infrastructure,
packaging, and content, and the integration of these components can create this customer value
online. This means a digital world, customer experience and a combination of internal and
external digital platforms. The figure below shows this basic model of Weill and Woerner to
explain e-consumers behaviour (Weil and Woerner, 2013). Concluding, these theories state the
importance of customer value in the business model online and offline. Moreover, slow fashion
can add value for consumers and value online can be explained by the elements: content,
packaging, and infrastructure, described in the figure below.

Figure 3. Customer value creation (Weill and Woerner, 2013)
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3. Conceptual Framework
3.1 Relations and structure of the conceptual framework
In this section, the conceptual framework is described. The basis for this framework is built by
three different theories: the Customer Value Creation model, the basic model to explain econsumer behaviour and the Business Model Canvas, which are displayed in the table below.
The conceptual framework is constructed in such a way that the customer value is
described at first. This value could be compared with the value proposition of the Business
Model Canvas, however this customer value, described in the theory of Weil and Woerner,
focusses on the online environment and in specific on customer segments that are interested in
slow fashion. Normally these segments are reached by different channels to create the ultimate
multi-channel experience for customers. However, this framework is focussed only on the
online channels and the key activities online for a certain business. This creates the possibility
to look how the value is provided and how customer segments are reached online.
Afterwards, the attitude of these particular customer segments is analysed, because this
can have, according to the model of Dennis et al. and the literature review, a positive influence
on intentions of consumers and their actual purchases. Slow fashion demands, key activities
and online channels all have an influence on the attitude of consumers and therefore also on the
actual purchases in the end. In this model company value creation after the actual purchases is
emphasized too, because it is stated that slow fashion companies face a lot of challenges to
enhance profitability in the fashion industry. This is important to compete and survive in the
long term and is essential when a company wants to create a feasible business model. After the
actual purchases and the value creation for the company, the value should go back to the
customer value, because a customer will only pay money for a certain value (Osterwalder and
Pigneur, 2010). Important questions that can be analysed in the three cases with this conceptual
framework are: Who are the customer segments? What value is provided for consumer
segments and how exactly? What is the relation of these segments with slow fashion? How are
these specific customer segments reached online? How are companies creating positive
attitudes among their customers? How is a company making money and capturing other forms
of value as well? In other words, what is the value proposition? How is this value created? How
is this value delivered? And how is value captured by the company as well?
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3.2 Overview of the theories used in the framework
Authors

Theory

Weill and Woerner (2013)

Customer value creation model

Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010)

Business model Canvas

Dennis et al. (2009)

Basic model to explain e-consumer behaviour

3.3 Figure of the Conceptual Framework

Figure 4; Conceptual Framework, this figure shows the relationships between the different
theories.
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4. Method
This section explains the steps that were taken to conduct a qualitative research. The main
research question that is answered: “How can we translate best practices of online fashion
businesses towards a feasible online business model that can stimulate local production in the
Netherlands?”. The research question has been divided into multiple sub-questions: Which
online platforms are already on the market for slow fashion companies and which elements can
be valuable for FMiH? What are the needs and desires of consumers when it comes to an online
fashion environment? and How will the slow fashion industry solve the issues of the fast fashion
industry? Which parts of an online business model should be emphasized to guarantee
feasibility for FMiH? This research uses a comparative case analysis and analyses the collected
data through coding.
4.1.1. Comparative Case analysis
This research paper has used a comparative case analysis of three cases as the main research
method. I have chosen multiple cases because it is proved that multiple case studies are
powerful to create a theory, because this permits replication and extension among single case
studies (Eisenhardt, 1991). The first company selected for this case study is Not Just a Label,
founded by Stefan Siegel. Not just a label is an online platform, that encourages fashion that is
sustainable and made by local communities. Via their open source software and their website
development model, they make collaboration, transparency, and innovation possible in the
fashion industry. They have supported many designers to gain international exposure. My
supervisor dr. KA. Poldner introduced this company to me and Irma Borgsteede, the owner of
Fashion made in Holland, told me that she is connected to this platform, which makes it a very
useful case to investigate for this study.
The second company that is selected is ETSY, this is a global marketplace for unique
and creative goods. ETSY strives to contribute towards a world with more sustainability and
responsibility and they want to help to spread ideas and make an impact. Supporting sellers to
do what they love and help buyers to connect them with sellers, to buy what they love. Support
entrepreneurs, through low fees, powerful tools and help or education. On the other hand, they
support buyers with selecting and searching exciting trends and ideas. Both buyers and sellers
are connected via a safe platform, with technology that makes it possible to connect and
exchange and receive help by ETSY if needed. This company is very useful to investigate
because they want to make a shift towards the slow fashion industry and support entrepreneurs,
just like FMiH.
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The third case is Lena the Fashion Library. This Dutch company is renting clothes each
month to women. They don’t like the actual situation in the fashion industry and they want to
create a game-changing impact. Lena wants to create awareness among consumers about overconsumption and the impact of the fashion industry. Moreover, they strive to improve the
lifespan of clothes to reduce the ecological footprint. In the end, Lena wants to stimulate the
brands and designers to create high-quality products, with a timeless style. This case is suitable
because it is smaller than NJAL and ETSY, has an unique business concept and the company
is founded in the Netherlands.
All these three cases are operating online, bringing people together, stimulate local
production or aim to create a more sustainable industry in the end. With the focus on these
cases, this study collected data about their online business models, ways of connecting people,
how they are stimulating local or sustainable production, how their products and services create
customer and company value, and finally which customer segments they serve.
4.1.2 Data Collection
The data has been collected with the focus on three cases. The data for the different cases is
selected via economic or financial newspapers and journals, information that was found on
company pages, and articles in fashion and lifestyle magazines to compare some best practices
of online fashion businesses. The sources below were selected based on their publishing date
and their relevance for this study (slow fashion characteristics and online channels that are
discussed in the source). It is stated to be important to compare different cases because it is not
possible to generalize from only a single case. A case study is suitable to discover the why and
how of a particular phenomenon (Thomas, 2015). In this case study this can be described as:
What are the best practices in the market? And which elements are valuable to implement via
an online business model, in order to stimulate local production. In the figure below all the
sources are displayed with their appendix number, name of the case, name of the source,
publishing data, and the web link.
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Appendix
number and case Name Source
Publishing date
Click Tabs Company
1. ETSY
page
29-10-15
2. ETSY

The Economist

14-04-16

3. ETSY

Forbes

26-06-17

4. ETSY

Financieel Dagblad 09-04-18

5. ETSY

De telegraaf

14-06-18

6. ETSY

Financial Times

14-06-18

7. ETSY
8. NJAL

Financial Times
Company page

05-07-18

9. NJAL

New York Times

01-09-10

10. NJAL

The Next Web

05-05-15

11. NJAL

Franz Magazine

16-12-15

12. NJAL

05-01-16

13. NJAL

High Snobiety
The Fall fashion
magazine

14. NJAL

Vogue

06-04-17

15. NJAL

NJAL Company page 21-06-17

16. LENA

Het Parool

07-12-14

17. LENA

NRC next article

19-12-14

18. LENA

Fast company
Magazine

05-06-15

19. LENA

De Volkskrant

12-03-16

20. LENA

Fashion United
One World
magazine

21-03-17

21. LENA

14-03-17

18-06-18

Web link
http://click-labs.com/etsy-business-model-revenuehow-etsy-works-makes-money/
https://www.economist.com/business/2016/04/14/k
nittygritty
https://www.forbes.com/sites/lorenfeldman/2017/0
6/26/todays-must-reads-for-entrepreneurs-whereetsy-went-wrong/#5e2713b256ae
https://fd.nl/ondernemen/1249396/kunstenaarsmark
tplaats-etsy-draait-ambities-terug-onder-drukactivisten
https://www.telegraaf.nl/financieel/2172387/handel
ssite-etsy-verrast-met-groei
https://www.ft.com/content/92e98048-6ff2-11e8852d-d8b934ff5ffa
https://www.ft.com/content/49bf75f0-7d5b-11e8bc55-50daf11b720d
https://www.notjustalabel.com/about/njal
https://www.nytimes.com/2010/09/20/fashion/20ihtrcoop.html
https://thenextweb.com/insider/2012/05/05/behindthe-design-an-interview-with-not-just-a-label/
http://franzmagazine.com/2015/12/16/just-labelfostering-pioneers-contemporary-fashion-lands-newyork/
https://www.highsnobiety.com/2016/01/05/newyork-clothing-production/
https://thefallmag.com/stefan-siegel-label-maker/
http://www.vogue.co.uk/article/cnilux-stefan-siegelon-authentic-radicalism
https://www.notjustalabel.com/editorial/how-canemerging-designers-beat-fashion-system
https://www.parool.nl/stadsgids/kleren-lenen-meteen-bibliotheekpas~a3805440/
https://www.nrc.nl/nieuws/2014/12/19/zo-groot-wasje-kledingkast-nog-nooit-1448165-a1353285
https://www.fastcompany.com/3045366/at-thisfashion-library-you-check-out-clothes-instead-ofbuying-them
https://www.volkskrant.nl/nieuws-achtergrond/evennaar-de-bieb-voor-een-jurkje~b2d3a452/
https://fashionunited.nl/nieuws/mode/lena-thefashion-library-is-online/2017032128383
https://www.oneworld.nl/partner-berichten/circulairvoorwaarts/

Figure 5 Comparative case analysis; overview of articles about ESTY, NJAL, and Lena the
Fashion library
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4.2 Analysis plan
In this study, the data that was analysed came from economic and financial newspapers or
journals, company pages, and lifestyle and fashion magazines. In this comparative case analysis
the collected data was analysed by coding. The Gioia methodology was used to create a proper
basis for building a data structure, in order to provide an answer to the research questions.
In the data analysis, the different elements of the conceptual framework are analysed.
First of all, some important building blocks of the Business Model Canvas. Second, the
customer value, customer’s attitude and intentions to purchase are analysed for each case. Third,
for each case is analysed how their model stimulates local production or the slow fashion
industry. Finally, the company value is discussed to look at how these cases generate money
and other forms of value. This is important to capture not only the customer value because the
company value is crucial as well. It is stated in the theoretical framework, that a lot of slow
fashion companies have difficulties to compete with fast fashion companies and creating a
business model that enhance profitability. The data analysis is aimed to provide useful findings
to answer the main research question. and determine which elements of the best practices, could
be valuable for FMiH to stimulate local production in the Netherlands.
For analysing the data in this study, inductive coding is used to define what the data
describes by giving different parts a code. First and second-order coding is used to create
aggregate dimensions in the end. This method is called the Gioia methodology (Gioia et al.,
2013). In this method, it is stated that data-to-theory connections should be visible for readers,
in form of linkages among quotes in the text, which are defined as first-order codes. This firstorder analysis is making little attempt to distil categories already, so in general, a lot of
categories are defined (Gioia et al., 2013). Terms, codes, and categories had a slight connection
to the stimulation of local production and feasibility of business models of the online fashion
businesses. After the first-order coding and some progression in the study, similarities and
differences were sought among these different categories. In the second-order analysis, the
categories were identified to seek which themes could provide concept, which provides useful
insights to explain the phenomena (Gioia et al., 2013). After the second-order coding, the
frequencies of these themes are analysed for all the twenty-one sources to qualify the data (see
appendix 22).
Data for NJAL is collected through eight different sources, ETSY through seven, and
Lena through six different sources. In general, it would be logical to assume that second-order
codes return more frequently in the case of NJAL because the case is analysed through more
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sources. This way of thinking was used to indicate what the key drivers were in the different
cases and which elements could be valuable for FMiH as well. Once the set of themes and
concepts were in hand, we distilled the second-order themes towards “aggregated dimensions”,
defined with the themes and categories coming from the literature. With a full set, this was
assumed to be a proper basis for building a data structure. (Gioia et al., 2013). In Appendix 22,
these first and second-order codes and aggregated dimensions can be found. Finally, these
aggregated dimensions were analysed to provide answers to the main research question and
sub-questions in this study.
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5. Results
In this section, the findings of this study are reported based upon the theoretical framework and
data analysis, which has provided five aggregated dimensions. These dimensions are
enlightened one by one. During the data analysis also the frequency of the second-order codes
in different cases is analysed. The aggregated dimensions are Positioning, Feasibility,
Environmental impact, Digitalization, and Value Creation.
5.1 Aggregated dimension: Positioning
The aggregated dimension ‘Positioning’ is found as a crucial factor in the digital policy of the
companies, which are analysed in this study: NJAL, ETSY and Lena the fashion library. This
aggregated dimension explains how these companies distinguish themselves and what makes
them unique. Many codes were found regarding Uniqueness and authenticity, high quality and
long-term products, customer segments and focus.
First of all, NJAL states the importance of selecting the right sellers and focus on high
quality: we look for designers that favour quality and craftsmanship, and most importantly,
have something special and unique to say about the fashion industry. Also, ETSY searches for
artists who want to sell handmade unique products and enable buyers to browse unique
handmade products from artists across the globe. The fashion library Lena states to be focussed
on craftsmanship and high quality too, in order to produce long-lasting items.
The second-order code: high quality and long-term products, is represented among all
cases frequently. However, the frequency of the second-order code ‘high quality and long-term
products’ in the case of ETSY is slightly higher compared to NJAL. This can imply that ETSY
cares more about the creation of long-lasting and higher quality products than NJAL, but we
did not obtain enough evidence to assume this.
The following statement of NJAL states the importance of authenticity for companies
who want to position themselves as a new company in the market: It is not possible that you
can just open an online store without credibility or a special story. Companies need to determine
what makes them unique and authentic. ETSY states that they are authentic online: ETSY
offers authenticity by the gigabyte. Consumers can buy all sorts of unusual products, whether
handmade or vintage. For sellers, Etsy is an alternative to craft fairs and trunk shows. The firm
owns no inventory. Following NJAL, there is a straightforward way to achieve authenticity
and connect with customers. As a brand, you can show authenticity if you stand up for what
you are selling. In addition, this second order code ‘uniqueness and authenticity’ returns in all
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the three cases and can be marked as an important factor in the positioning of these three
companies online.
Interesting is the outstanding high frequency of the second-order code ‘focus’ while
analysing ETSY. The following quotes state the lack of focus ETSY had in the past and how
they recovered over time:
“ETSY went public a few years ago and they changed direction, and tried to be everything to
everybody in e-commerce. It became a different company, one in the same business as
companies like eBay, Amazon, and Alibaba. Much like Etsy's artisan craftspeople couldn't
compete with cheap factory products, Etsy itself couldn't compete with the giants of online
retail”.
However, a very recent article in the Financial Times states: Etsy’s nascent recovery
offers hope to all retailers looking to survive in a landscape dominated by Amazon and a few
other big players. ‘Focus’ has been a very important element in the strategy of ETSY throughout
the years. In addition, NJAL gives the advice to young designers to streamline their collection
and focus on capsule collections. ETSY lacked focus in the past and discovered the importance
of focus, especially in an online environment with companies who benefit from their economies
of scale. ETSY emphasizes this by saying: you are going to have those ‘mega players’ that have
the money to do everything in the future as well. But the next tier will be specialised companies
that do one or two things really well.
Concluding, The aggregated dimension ‘Positioning’ shows that focus is a key element
for the online fashion businesses in this study. All the three cases in this study focus on higher
quality and long-term products. We did not obtain enough evidence to prove the relationship
between higher quality, long-term products, and local production. In the end, focus on the right
designers, high-quality and long-term products, and the focus on uniqueness and authenticity is
required to stand out as a slow fashion company online.
5.2 Aggregated dimension: Feasibility
This aggregated dimension emphasizes some opportunities, threats and points out the higher
costs of local production with statements of the three cases. The second-order codes are higher
price of local production, financial opportunities, advantages of local production and financial
threats.
There is rising industry consensus that the rationale for sourcing from low-cost countries
is weakening. This implies that more companies could start producing on a local level in the
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future. However, we did not obtain enough data about future strategies to prove this. We saw
that NJAL aims to stimulate local production. In addition, the second-order codes ‘higher price
of local production’ and ‘advantages of local production’ do not return in the cases of ETSY
and Lena the fashion library. Therefore we conclude that local production is the most important
for NJAL in this study and that local production is an essential element for their success online.
However, we also saw that the price of local production is higher than outsourcing production.
NJAL moved to a lot of cities in the first world to implement their concept not only digital but
also physical via pop-up stores. This global concept involves raising awareness for locallyproduced wear and providing emerging designers a means to sell their clothes through a mixture
of community building and providing a point of sale. Most obvious is the fact that it makes the
garments more expensive to produce in the first world. Siegel emphasizes this by saying: The
price of the clothes has to be higher, but at the same time, you’re supporting the local economy.
We saw that it will also create a stronger sense of community because we know the people
behind the process and it is a real, functional relationship. So, besides certain trade-offs, local
production has some benefits as well, it is more convenient, stimulates the local economy and
it creates a stronger sense of community.
We saw how the different cases earn money with their models, mainly by commissions
for each sale and by charging sellers to list their products on their platform. This is also the case
for ETSY, but they also charge sellers to use extra features. Remarkable is the revenue earned
by NJAL via the online store for commissions, which has strongly increased over the years.
Moreover, the profit margin for NJAL is much higher than ETSY does. They validate this
higher commission for sellers by saying: we take a 30 percent commission in exchange for our
services and advice for designers on pricing and display as well as providing a free business
directory of buyers, boutiques, manufacturers, public relations agencies and photographers.
ETSY is increasing the provision by 1.5 percent from 16 July of 2018. We might assume that
if the quality of the services or products provided by the company is increasing, that the percent
commission can be or will be increased as well by companies. However, we did not obtain
enough evidence to prove the relation between the amount of services and higher commission.
Mentioned above and in section 5.1, ETSY is increasing the commission and since
ETSY will keep a bigger share of sales, the company expects its own revenues to grow again
somewhere in between 22 and 24 percent this year, up from previous forecasts of 21 to 23
percent. Moreover, they react to the launch of the Handmade Gift Shop of Amazon, with a 40
percent marketing increase. We are in times of great change, and change calls for innovation.
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Slowing of the virtuous cycle is a good suggestion for ETSY, by which more sellers attract
more buyers, which brings higher sales, which in turn lures more sellers. NJAL increases the
profit margin of designers because the product is sent directly to the consumer. The funds will
be reinvested in their local ecosystems and in regional production.
Concluding, In this study is proved that the price of local production is higher in the first
world. Although it is more convenient and local economies can be stimulated. In the end, this
creates a stronger sense of community. NJAL emphasizes this too and NJAL aims to stimulate
local production. In the future, we might assume that more companies are going to stimulate
local production, because of the rising industry consensus that the rationale for sourcing from
low-cost countries is weakening. The fashion industry is changing very fast and this calls for
innovations to reduce costs or create feasible opportunities.
5.3 Aggregated dimension: Environmental impact
This dimension suggests that environmental impact plays a key role in the way these companies
are operating in the fashion industry. The second-order codes are over-consumption, shift
towards a slow fashion industry, sustainability challenges, increasing awareness and
transparency.
With the following statement Lena the fashion library states the negative environmental
impacts of the production of clothes: One of the biggest problems in the fashion industry is the
over-consumption. Moreover, they state: Productie volgens “take, make and dispose” is
simpelweg onhoudbaar. Het leidt tot een enorme afvalberg die belastend is voor het milieu.
Also, NJAL emphasizes that the unsustainability of fast fashion is up for debate and they don’t
want to scale the company to an infinite proportion. Therefore, the number of companies that
makes sustainability an essential part of their business is increasing. Lena the fashion library
emphasize these increasing amounts as well and states: een groeiend aantal initiatieven probeert
daarin verandering te brengen onder het mom van consuminderen en milieubesparing.
Also for these three cases in this study sustainability is an essential element of their
business. As NJAL states: NJAL tries to reduce the considerable environmental impacts of
industrial clothing manufacture and enable designers to create sustainably from all over the
world. ETSY also emphasizes the fact that the company has a social mission. This social
mission returns also in the system of Lena the fashion library. They have developed a system
where consumers can borrow clothes because it is more sustainable to than buying new clothes
every time. Lena states: Het past in de tijd van de deeleconomie en wij willen het bewustzijn
aanwakkeren met betrekking tot de overconsumptie. This increasing awareness among
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consumers is already stated in the theoretical framework and this study proved that it has
influence on how people consume and what they demand. Also Lena states that more people
are consuming in a more sustainable way. Not only the awareness is important, but also the
transparency. NJAL emphasizes this by saying: if we become more aware of the processes
behind the products and experiences we have, the more educated amongst us will choose higher
quality over higher quantity. This means that the negative effects of over-consumption will
decrease or at least not will become worse.
All the three cases are operating in a socially responsible way, however, we see
deviating numbers at the frequencies of second-order codes that return in the different cases.
The frequencies of over-consumption, increasing awareness and transparency in the case of
ETSY are zero, in contrast with the high frequencies of NJAL and Lena. In this study, we saw
that ETSY has a social mission and therefore should care about these topics as well. However,
it is remarkable that the frequencies are so low. Perhaps this can be explained by the fact that
ETSY is analysed by a lot of financial data, but this is just an assumption why the frequencies
are so low. Furthermore, the frequency of the second-order code ‘shift towards a slow fashion
industry’ and ‘transparency’ is very high for NJAL. This proves that sustainability is an
essential element of the business model of Not Just a Label and that this label wants to shift
towards a slow fashion company.
Thus, more consumers and companies are getting more aware of the over-consumption
and environmental problems of today and all the sustainability challenges for the future. This
awareness has influence and is changing the demands of consumers. Not only consumers realize
the impact on the environment. These three companies in this study aim to contribute to the
shift towards a slow fashion industry. In this the cases of NJAL and Lena it is proved that more
transparency towards consumers and creating more awareness is one of the key elements of
their sustainability approach.
5.4 Aggregated dimension: Digitalization
The aggregated dimensions ‘Digitalization’ is very important for this study, because all of the
three cases are operating online and business models should be adapted to make an operation
successful online in the end. The second-order codes are Brick & Mortar, Online key activities,
Online feasibility and implementation.
All the three cases in this study do provide offline services, besides their online
activities. Lena the Fashion Library started an offline store and launched an online version of
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Lena recently. The most important motives to go online for them were increasing accessibility
and creating a feeling of freedom for their customers. Operating offline provides the possibility
to meet customers face-to-face and show products, services in real life. NJAL emphasize this
by saying: In the future, we want to create physical spaces in London, Paris , and NYC to
showcase what these creative designers are capable of. Also, ETSY helps and supports artists
offline. If we look at the frequencies of the second-order code Brick & Mortar we see the high
frequency at Lena the fashion library. This could be explained by the fact that they launched an
online Lena store recently.
In this study is proved that online activities can be very profitable for companies. ETSY
states that they want to focus on selling via the internet because it can provide the most growth.
The frequencies of the second-order codes ‘online feasibility’ and ‘online key activities’ are
relatively higher in comparison with all the other second-order codes in this study (especially
for ETSY and NJAL). This can be explained by the reason that all the cases are operating online
and by the fact that ETSY and NJAL operating online already a lot longer in comparison to
Lena. Although these high frequencies imply that online business can be profitable and feasible
for slow fashion companies, especially for NJAL and ETSY. Findings state that experts expect
a lot of growth in the area of e-commerce.
Although this study states that online business can be very profitable and offers a lot of
growth opportunities in the future, a lot of companies is not successful online. NJAL emphasize
this by saying: It is not possible that you can just open an online store without credibility or a
special story. This requirement to be unique is also stated in section 5.1 of the aggregated
dimension ‘positioning’. NJAL also state: the only reason the big fashion houses are
floundering in the midst of the social media storm is that their business models were built before
the digital revolution and they are having to find ways to adapt. This indicates how important
it is to have an online business model that suits the environment and makes sure that a company
gets along with the trends of digitalization-based business model innovations.
A lot of data has been collected about the online activities of these three cases. The table
below will create an overview of some important elements for each case. The elements content,
packaging, infrastructure and customer segments describe what provides the value, how this
value is packaged and delivered and finally who the customers are to focus on for NJAL, ETSY,
and Lena the fashion library.
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Figure 6; overview of best practices of NJAL, ETSY, and Lena the fashion library
5.5 Aggregated dimension: Value creation
The last aggregated dimension suggests that value creation is a very important factor in the
business model of these different cases. In the theoretical framework of this study, Value
creation is stated to be very important by the theory of Weil and Woerner. The findings show
that also for these cases the value creation is very important because the value is where the
buyer wants to pay for, why the seller feels attracted to the platform and why it is attractive for
a company as well. The second-order codes are creating relationships and provide value.
The success of ETSY is explained in the data by the following statement: eBay and
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Amazon also list out similar items on their platform, but it was the value provided by Etsy
which attracted buyers and sellers on its platform. In addition, NJAL state that they stick to
their business plan. They want to give young designers opportunities to revive artisanship, slow
down the process, slow down fashion, increase the value and revolutionizing how retail works.
Besides value creation, this study states the importance of creating relationships. NJAL
explains in the following quote why they create relationships between designers and consumers:
an important part of our business model is that we don’t hold stock. The product is sent directly
from designer to consumer, which allows for real relationships between designers and clients,
and a greater appreciation. However, NJAL also emphasizes that meeting people face to face,
and building real relationships is very important as well. However, it is important to focus on
the right relationships. This study shows that not every connection is a good one. ETSY
connected manufacturers with physical retailers in 2015. This was not a good move, because
ETSY's artisan craftspeople couldn't compete with cheap factory products anymore and ETSY
itself couldn't compete with the giants of online retail. NJAL states the importance for them to
focus on a very specific relationship by saying: we look for designers that favour quality and
craftsmanship, and importantly, have something special and unique to say about the fashion
industry.
The frequencies of the second-order codes are interesting in this section. The code
‘provide value’ returns the most in the case of ETSY, while the code ‘creating relationships’
returns more often in the case of NJAL. This implies what is the most important for both
companies. In the case of Lena the fashion library the second-order codes do not return so often
in the data, but we do not assume that these values are less important for them.
Concluding, We saw in the cases of NJAL and ETSY that creating relationships and
providing value is a very important part of their business, platform or website. We can conclude
that value creation is an essential element of their business models and contributes to the success
of the cases NJAL and ETSY. This study lacks the data to conclude something for Lena the
fashion library about the value creation and the contribution to their success. Finally, this study
shows that if you want to be unique as a company, that the relationships you create as a company
needs to be aligned with your values, mission and business model as well.
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6.Discussion
6.1 Answering the sub-questions
The first sub-question was: How will the slow fashion industry solve the issues of the fast
fashion industry? If we look at the aggregated dimension ‘environmental impact’, this is very
important, since the amount of consumers that is aware of the negative environmental impacts
of fashion is increasing and therefore want to consume in a more sustainable way. Currently,
sustainability challenges are increasing. One of the biggest problems in the fashion industry is
the over-consumption, which has a lot of negative impact on the environment. Some cases in
this study clearly prove that they try to change the industry in the direction of slow fashion. The
study state that creating more awareness and transparency, stimulate local production,
increasing the lifespan of clothing, all contribute to solve the negative effects of the fast fashion
industry and reduce over-consumption in the end.
The second sub-question was: What are the needs and desires of consumers when it
comes to an online fashion environment? Based on the literature in this study, we know that
consumers are buying more responsible and want to be more sustainable. Based on this study
we can conclude that the demand is slowly changing towards higher quality and long-term
products and sometimes even craft or vintage items. Moreover, the study of Pookulangara &
Shephard adds on the findings that the success of slow fashion at the consumer level depends
on the way how a company markets the idea and how a consumer connects with their product,
by hearing the full story (Pookulangara & Shephard, 2013). Therefore, positioning and
transparency, which are also stated in this study, can be evaluated as valuable.
Furthermore, this study proves that e-commerce is growing and will provide the biggest
opportunities for growth in the future. Consumers are demanding more unique items, more slow
fashion products and consumers want to buy these items from anywhere and anytime. This
study states the importance for companies to build (direct) relationships online with consumers
and add value on both the buyer and seller side of a platform. Moreover, the demand is
increasing for customers to interact with companies or sellers. The literature in the theoretical
framework emphasized the opportunity to create the ultimate experience for consumers online.
This study expands this statement and explains how this is done by the three cases. Concluding,
customer segments want to have the possibility to search and sell unique items, search and list
slow fashion items, build relationships, and interact or communicate online from anywhere and
anytime customers want. In the end, this ultimate experience will create value for buyers and
sellers on the platform, which is important if you want to be successful as an online business.
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The third sub-question was: Which online platforms are already on the market for slow
fashion companies and which elements can be valuable for FMiH? This study investigated three
cases: NJAL, ETSY, and Lena the fashion library, which are all online platforms to attract
sellers and buyers and provide value on both sides. In America, a few big online platforms like
Amazon, eBay, and Alibaba are dominating the market. This study points out the bad practice
of ETSY and how they recovered from their decreasing share value, as a result of their lack of
focus. We saw that being unique and focussed in a market like this is extremely important.
Furthermore, value creation is also a very important factor for the success of the companies
ETSY and NJAL in this study. In the Netherlands, this market for online fashion platforms
focussed on slow fashion or local production is not represented by a lot of companies yet. This
is why the answer to this question is mainly based on the American market and platforms. The
most valuable elements of online platforms that are valuable for Fashion made in Holland are
value creation, uniqueness and authenticity, and the focus on specific customer segments and
activities online.
The last sub-question was: Which parts of an online business model should be
emphasized to guarantee feasibility for FMiH? To provide an answer to this question this study
points out two models: the Business Model Canvas developed by Osterwalder and Pigneur and
the Business Model to create customer value online developed by Weil and Woerner. We saw
in this study that value creation online is a very important element. Moreover, focus and being
unique and authentic was stated as crucial as well. Therefore, different elements of these two
models combined are assumed to guarantee feasibility for FMiH. These following elements are
stated to be valuable for FMiH: Customer Segments, Content, Infrastructure, and Packaging.
These elements describe what provides the value, how this value is packaged and delivered and
finally who the customers are to focus on.
6.2 Answering the main research question
The main research question was: How can we translate best practices of online fashion
businesses towards a feasible online business model that can stimulate local production in the
Netherlands? To provide a well-structured answer to this main research question the study uses
the aggregated dimensions, frequencies of second-order codes and answers on sub-questions.
This study defined the most important elements to create a feasible online business model as:
Customer Segments, Content, Infrastructure, and Packaging. These elements describe what
provides the value, how this value is packaged, how this value is delivered and finally who the
customer segments are to focus on to be successful online. If these elements are linked to the
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best practices in this study, it is possible to determine what could be feasible for FMiH in order
to stimulate local production.
The cases in this study show that as a company you need to focus on specific customer
segments to be successful and to distinguish yourself from the big retailers online. The best
practices related to customer segments are: focus on rising artists that want to sell their products
online and favour quality, craftsmanship and are unique. Afterwards, a company needs to focus
on attracting the customer segments that are interested in these kinds of unique products. Finally
creating relationships and connecting buyers and sellers is really important, it should be possible
anywhere and anytime. In order to make this happen the content, packaging and online
infrastructure should be aligned with the right customer segments to create an ultimate customer
experience. The best practices focussed on content, packaging, and infrastructure can be marked
as: provide emerging designers a means to sell their clothes through a mixture of community
building and providing a point of sale. Furthermore, companies should enable buyers to search
for unique items and interact with sellers. Reduce costs through technical innovation and enable
a system which allows sellers to send their products directly to the customer is crucial as well.
If we look at the frequencies of the second-order codes in the data analysis as well, we see
several second-order codes that return more frequently than others: high quality, long-term
products, shift towards a slow fashion industry, creating relationships, online key activities,
online feasibility, and online business model implementation. These findings emphasize the
extra importance of the changing customer demands, creating relationships with your customer
segments and the need to focus on the right online activities that provide value. These secondorder codes are quite well represented in this section, which increases the reliability of this
answer.
To translate best practices in the market towards a feasible online business model, four
elements are crucial. The first element is to focus on the right customer segments. On the one
hand, focus on buyers who are willing to buy high quality, long-term products, and unique items
and create relationships with them. On the other hand, focus on sellers who provide this kind
of unique items and want to shift towards a slow fashion industry. Thus, focus and create
relationships with the right customer segments is key. The second and third elements are
packaging and content. These elements are important to determine which online services and
products create value for buyers, sellers and the company itself and how this value can be
packaged in such a way that its unique, feasible and attract buyers and sellers in the end. The
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last element is infrastructure, the value for buyers and sellers needs to be delivered by the
infrastructure that is aligned with the business model and digital technologies.
Concluding, If FMiH wants to create a feasible online business model, they should
focus on content, packaging, infrastructure and customer segments in order to be successful
online and stimulate locate production in the Netherlands.
6.3 Theoretical and practical implication
In the theoretical framework is emphasized the opportunity for companies to create the ultimate
experience for consumers online. This study has investigated how this is done by the three slow
fashion businesses in the online environment. Furthermore, in the literature review, the
environmental problems of the fast fashion industry and possible solutions are stated. This study
has proved that these cases support previous research results and how they implemented ways
to stimulate local production and slow fashion production. In my theoretical framework, value
creation was stated to be very important as well. But how slow fashion companies have to
implement these theories of value creation online was unknown. This study showed how these
companies determine what provides the value, how this value is packaged and delivered, and
finally who the customers are to focus on.
Furthermore, most literature is focussed on slow fashion or online business or local
production. Literature that covers all these topics is not done by a lot of researchers so far, so
this study provides new insights and new suggestions for future research. In the end, findings
can serve as implications for Dutch companies that want to stimulate local production and go
along with digitalization-based business model innovations.
6.4 Limitations
This study has some limitations. First of all, no interviews were conducted with any of these
cases. Therefore, this has led to an absence of more in-depth information about their business
models and views on the implementation of a certain model in the Netherlands. This might have
been prevented if I tried to reach out to them, but especially in the case of NJAL and ETSY it
is very difficult to reach out to someone who has something to say about the strategy and
implementation of companies with this size. As I had access to enough valuable sources, I have
chosen to collect all my data via financial and economic newspapers or journals, fashion and
lifestyle magazines and company websites.
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Secondly, we can doubt the external validity of this research. Since it is difficult to
generalize the findings of the two cases NJAL and ETSY in specific. These companies operate
already more than ten years in a different country. To indicate financial differences, ETSY
posted a net income of thirteen million American dollars for the first quarter of 2018. The
differences, in size and financial numbers in relation to Lena and FMiH, are very big. This
makes it difficult to generalize information for a rising company like FMiH. However, a lot of
data was available about these two cases. Both companies are focussed on slow fashion as well
and share a lot of core values with Fashion made in Holland. These arguments were the main
reason to select them and investigate which best practices could work for FMiH.
Third, Lena the Fashion library has a different model than the other companies and
FMiH, which makes it also hard to generalize findings. LENA have created a sharing model for
clothes and does not aim to stimulate local production. However, the main goal of this study
was to find best practices of online fashion businesses, that could stimulate local production in
the Netherlands. So, in the end, this case was useful because it is operating in the online fashion
market and in the Netherlands, which made it easier to generalize findings for FMiH. That was
the main reason to select this case and incorporate some data about a Dutch company.
Fourth, the data that is collected for the case ETSY, contains a lot of financial sources.
Therefore, ETSY is analysed mainly by financial sources and therefore this study provided
mainly financial findings for ETSY and lacks insights about their approach for sustainability
for example. In contrast, this study lacks financial findings for LENA the fashion library,
therefore it was difficult to determine which elements are the most profitable for this Dutch
company. However, this study involves three different cases, analysed by twenty-one articles,
which made it possible to compare findings. In the end, enough data was collected to provide
findings based on the different elements of all cases and best practices.
Fifth, a lot of data and literature that was collected in this research is focussed on online
business models. Although, useful literature and best practices related to local production have
been found. This research could have been better substantiated if more data and literature about
local production had been included in this study. This would improve the reliability of
recommendations and findings could have been easier applied to the Dutch fashion industry.
Finally, this study analysed the frequency of second-order codes and how often these
codes returned in a particular case, in order to qualify data. If this study had created some criteria
for counting these second-order cases, this had led to a more reliable approach of qualifying my
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data. However, due to a lack of time, I could not create criteria to count in a more structured
and reliable way.
Concluding, the external validity of this research is stated as the most important
limitation, because this limitation has the most influence on the conclusions and
recommendations. If this study had collected more in-depth data by interviews, more data and
literature focussed on local production, and more data about cases in the Netherlands, this would
improve the external validity of this research. In the end, this has led to findings and
recommendations for Dutch companies that would have been more appropriate and reliable.
6.5 Future Research
First of all, for future researches I suggest to collect more in-depth data about their cases in
future research. Therefore, I recommend conducting an interview with every case that is
selected for their study. This is important to collect more in-depth information and ask
companies for example to give a recommendation about implementing certain elements of their
online business model in the Netherlands. In addition, I suggest to investigate if certain findings
can be applied to the Dutch online fashion businesses as well.
Second, in this research, we did not obtain enough evidence to prove the relation
between increasing the amount services and the possibility to increase the commission. This
study showed that one case charges consumers more commission than others, this particular
case states that they can charge this commission because of the service they provide. In addition,
in the literature review is stated that consumers demands are changing and that consumers are
willing to pay more for experiences in the future. If the relation between the higher amount of
services and more willingness to pay can be investigated, this can enhance profitability for
online fashion businesses.
Finally, the cases in this study focus on high quality, long-term and unique products,
and the customer segments that are willing to buy these kinds of unique products. However the
relation is not proved between local production and a higher quality, long-term products being
more unique. Future research should investigate if local production leads to higher quality,
long-term and more unique products. This is relevant to prove fashion businesses to produce
locally in order to make higher quality, long-term oriented and more unique products.
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7. Conclusion
This study emphasizes that consumer demands are changing, as consumers are becoming more
aware of the problems of over-consumption in the fashion industry. In the results, the
aggregated dimension environmental impact has proved that for some cases in this study
creating more awareness and transparency, stimulating local communities, increasing the
lifespan of clothing is important in their sustainability approach. This contributes to solve the
negative effects of the fast fashion industry and reduce the negative effects of over-consumption
in the end. So, consumer demands change towards a need for higher quality, long-term products,
and unique items. Since consumers will choose higher quality over a higher quantity. Therefore,
positioning and focus are becoming important for companies and are crucial to create a feasible
business model. In the results, the aggregated dimension positioning states that focussing on
customer segments, uniqueness and authenticity is crucial, in order to distinguish yourself
online as a slow fashion company.
This study states in the section of aggregated dimension customer value creation, that
consumers want to interact with sellers, build relationships from anywhere and at any time.
Moreover, this study proves that online platforms can enable the option to interact for
consumers segments, enable sellers to create a shop for these kinds of unique products, and
enable buyers to search and buy these kinds of products. In the results, the aggregated
dimension digitalization states that the importance of digitalization-based business model
innovations for companies. This study emphasizes the financial opportunities, threats, and it
states that e-commerce will provide the biggest opportunities for growth in the future.
Companies need to indicate what provides the value, how this value is packaged, delivered and
finally on which customer a company needs to focus to be successful online, in order to
stimulate local production in the Netherlands. This is relevant because local production can
contribute to solve environmental problems and create a stronger sense of community. Finally,
this study showed that focusing on four elements content, packaging and infrastructure and
customer segments, is the most important to create a feasible online business model, in order to
be successful online and to stimulate local production in the Netherlands.
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7.1 Recommendations for Fashion Made in Holland
This study created a figure with six recommendations derived from the best practices of other
companies in this study, the literature review, and data analysis (figure 7). The reason why I
select these best practices is that they work in practice for NJAL, Lena or ETSY and are in line
with the findings of this study.
This table suggest to create an infrastructure, just like NJAL does, to send products
directly from designer towards a buyer, this means that FMiH doesn’t hold stock. This direct
connection leads to a greater appreciation and creates a higher profit margin for designers. The
idea is to reinvest these funds in their local ecosystems and in regional production to stimulate
production in the Netherlands. Just like NJAL does, it would be very good to incorporate the
creation of transparency into the business model, for example, the label could tell the story of
a particular item. It is useful to incorporate the acquisition method of NJAL to attract sellers,
by creating scouting teams to engage new talents, because this study proves that creating
relationships is very important and it can be a good way to start the community of sellers.
Besides NJAL, the best practices of ETSY have shown that they earn money by a
commission for each sale, listing products, and extra services. Also, NJAL and Lena ask a
commission for using their service, so this study assumes that it will be a good way to earn
revenue for FMiH as well. A very important element of ETSY and NJAL is that they created
options to interact and send messages, this is assumed to be a good element to incorporate in
the online business model of FMIH, to increase local production and collaboration.
Finally, if FMiH uses some elements of the sharing model of Lena, than they could
stimulate collaboration among sellers. If FMiH creates a model that allows sellers to share
materials, locations, machinery etc. which is financed by local companies and organized by
FMiH, this increases local production in the Netherlands probably. Lena believes this sharing
model is needed in the fashion industry. Lena stated that best practices like Rent the Runway
show that it can be very profitable too. Moreover, incorporating the brick and mortar strategy
elements of Lena to set up these physical locations to stimulate local production and
collaboration among sellers and provide services for consumers can work for FMiH too.
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Figure 7; recommendations for Fashion made in Holland (FMiH)
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9. Appendix
Appendix 1 – ETSY - Article Click-Labs
29 October 2015

What is Etsy?
Etsy is an ecommerce marketplace that enables artists to sell handmade unique products to
interested buyers around the world. The business model of Etsy can be described as somewhat
similar to Amazon or eBay, but with the difference that Etsy provides an amazing value to
both buyers and sellers. On one side Etsy helps sellers sell their handmade crafts and earn a
living while on the other side it helps buyers own one of a kind products. This fact has led to
the massive growth of Etsy. It started as a simple website in year 2005 and is now listed as a
public company with over $360 Million of total funding.
Unlike Amazon and eBay which are based on the horizontal model selling almost everything
on their platform, Etsy has chosen a vertical platform model by confining itself to selling only
craft items in various categories. Along with insights into Etsy’s business model and revenue
generation strategies, let’s also go through its customer segments, value propositions and
some other interesting facts.
Informational Facts about Etsy:
Founders: Robert Kalin, Haim Schoppik, Jared Tarbell and Chris Maguire.
Founded on: June 18, 2005.
Company Headquarters: Brooklyn, New York, USA.
Funding received: Total of $97.26 Million in 8 rounds.
Etsy became an IPO on: 1st April, 2015. Etsy’s IPO is the largest IPO till date for a New
York-based venture-backed startup.
Number of users: Over 25 Million users.
Number of employees: As of year 2015, Etsy has about 400 employees.
Etsy had a rule that everything sold on the platform should be handmade but to grow further,
they had to drop this rule in year 2013. Total sales in year 2013 reached $1Billion.

Salient Features of Etsy
Etsy can be seen as a simple e-commerce website based on the marketplace model that sells
goods and earns revenue from commission. Even after having a simple business model, Etsy
has got some cool features as mentioned below.
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Etsy only lists unique products in the art & craft, handmade and vintage category.
Vintage products can only be listed if they are 20 years old.
Sellers can create a shop.
Etsy offers global shipping.
Each seller has a feedback which helps buyers make the decision to buy.
Buyers have different options to pay money which are chosen by the seller.
Etsy is more popular among women. It has 67% women members.
Etsy’s Value Propositions
The success of Etsy can be credited to the value the company provides to its buyers as well as
artists.
Sellers
Etsy enables artists to put their items on display in front of the world.
Sellers can create a shop on Etsy and name it according to their wish.
They have the option to add as many items to their shop as they like.
Sellers can choose the selling price of their items according to what they think is right.
Sellers can add tags to their items which lets their products to be searched easily.
Buyers
Etsy enables buyers to browse unique handmade products from artists across the globe.
Buyers can even buy vintage items.
Can get a product delivered to their country with international shipping options.
Etsy’s Customer Segments:
Sellers
Sellers are individual artists who make handmade products.
Some sellers are small industries which manufacture handicrafts.
Artists who want to earn money by selling their products.
Our customer segments are the artists who want an online shop.

Buyers
Buyers for Etsy are those who buy craft and vintage items.
People who want to own one of its kind unique products.
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Etsy Business Model Canvas: We, here at Juggernaut, analysed all 9 segments as mentioned
in the Business Model Canvas in regard to Etsy. Here’s a detailed chart for the same:

How Etsy earns money (Etsy Revenue Model)
Just as Etsy is known for listing unique items on its platform, it is also known for a unique
revenue model. The major revenue models of Etsy comprise the following:
1) Etsy charges sellers to list items on its platform. However the fee to list something on Etsy
is as low as $0.20, but it contributes a good amount to the overall ,money that etsy makes. The
amount of $0.20 is valid for 4 months
2) Apart from the listing fee, Etsy also charges sellers a commission for every sale. The
commission fee has been fixed at 3.5%. Sellers have the option to set their own sale price but
Etsy cuts a commission of 3.5% from the sale price before paying the money to the seller.
3) Etsy has given some special features to sellers which they can avail by paying an extra
cost. These are basically advertising options like making a product as featured product etc.
Sellers can showcase their shops and hence have more sales.

4 step model about How Etsy Works
1. Sellers can sign up on the platform and can list items for sale.
Listing items on Etsy is not free. Etsy charges a fee to list each items which is valid for 4
months.
2. Buyers can browse these items and place order for the ones they like.
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Buyers can use the advanced filters of Etsy to search for products. Buyers have to option to
ask the seller a question or can simply add the item to their cart.
3. Buyers make a transaction on the platform.
All transactions are made through Etsy. Etsy charges a commission of 3.5% from every
successful sale and transfers the rest amount to the seller’s bank account.
4. Buyers have the option to rate and review the items.
These reviews are helpful for other buyer who are interested in that product. The rating
system helps other buyers to know if the product is good or not.
How and why Etsy became so successful?
The success of Etsy goes to its unique business model. Unlike eBay or Amazon, Etsy chose a
narrow domain of art, craft, handicraft and handmade items. No doubt in the fact that Etsy
came out as a winner in this segment. But let’s see what made Etsy successful.
If you give a broad look to eBay, Amazon and Etsy, you’ll find that eBay and Amazon also
list out such items on their platform but it was the value provided by Etsy which attracted
buyers and sellers on its platform.

Word of Mouth Advertising:
Etsy was the only site back at that time which catered to handmade products. Etsy revealed
that 67% of its total users are women. The major part of Etsy’s growth came from word of
mouth in women circles.
Extended API’s
Etsy has its own API which lets developers tap into the Etsy community and build their own
Etsy-powered applications for the web, desktop and mobile devices. Many small businesses
have used this approach to sell their products.
Offline Help and Support to artists
Etsy has been there on the ground. The company ran workshops for local crafters and stood
there to provide support services including business advice. In some cases, Etsy even gave
small loans to artists.
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Appendix 2 – ETSY - Article The Economist
Etsy’sgrowingpains - Knittygritty
A do-good company tests investors’ need for speed
Apr 14th 2016| NEW YORK
ETSY, an online marketplace for all things artisan, from dog soap to Bernie Sanders dolls,
seems to be on a roll. In February the firm was recertified as a “B Corporation”, which meets
certain social and environmental standards, and reported good results, with sales last year
reaching $2.4 billion, up by 24%. On April 5th the firm’s executives, flanked by succulents
and a yarn bouquet at their headquarters in Brooklyn, announced a new service to help sellers
build their own websites. On April 16th Etsy will celebrate the one-year anniversary of its
initial public offering.
All this appears to add up to what Etsy aims for: “sustainable growth”. The company wants to
make everybody involved richer: not just shareholders, but buyers, sellers and manufacturers.
It does not give quarterly guidance. It works for the long term. “We are really focused on
building a business that can grow consistently year after year,” says Chad Dickerson, Etsy’s
chief executive.
Yet this sunny vision confronts a glum fact. In its year as a listed company, Etsy’s share price
has plunged by nearly three-quarters. Investors are happy for the firm’s goods to be produced
slowly. Sales are another matter.
The firm has a big market to tap. Americans spend about $35 billion each year on handmade
and vintage jewellery and other crafts, reckons Rohit Kulkarni of RBC Capital Markets, a
bank. Globally, that figure rises to $70 billion. Etsy fits consumer trends like a crocheted
glove. Shoppers trust about one-fifth of brands in North America and one-third in Europe,
according to Havas, a marketing agency. They crave “authenticity”—none more so than
Brooklyn’s prairie-booted yuppies.

Etsy offers authenticity by the gigabyte. Consumers can buy all sorts of unusual products,
whether handmade or vintage. For sellers, Etsy is an alternative to craft fairs and trunk shows.
The firm owns no inventory. It charges 20 cents to list a product and a 3.5% commission for
each sale, as well as optional services such as shipping labels. By the end of last year Etsy had
24m buyers and 1.6m sellers on its site.
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Etsy’s share price has plummeted mainly because the firm is not growing quickly enough to
satisfy investors. Sales may have climbed by 24% last year, but this is down from expansion
of 43% in 2014. Growth of revenue, active buyers and sellers slowed last year, too. For a
regular e-commerce site Etsy’s numbers may still be good, but for an online marketplace they
suggest a slowing of the virtuous cycle by which more sellers attract more buyers, which
brings higher sales, which in turn lures more sellers.
When this flywheel is losing speed, “it limits the company’s ability to reinvest,” says Brian
Nowak of Morgan Stanley, another bank. He expects Etsy’s revenues—from commissions
and fees—to grow at about the same pace as Amazon’s this year, but expects sales on the
online giant’s website to rise twice as fast. As Etsy’s share price has sunk, Amazon’s has
jumped by more than 50%.
Being a “B corporation”, which does not bind Etsy legally, distinguishes the firm from rivals.
But Etsy’s do-good culture is not what is holding it back. It is facing more fundamental
problems, says Mr Kulkarni of RBC: people will spend only so much on artisan goods, so it
may be hard to coax more sales from existing buyers; and Etsy’s sellers, most of whom work
from home, may have trouble making more products.

Etsy is not sticking to its knitting to boost sales. It is spending more on marketing to lure new
buyers, though this has widened losses. It is helping sellers to grow. Its new website service
lets them reach more buyers. And a programme launched last year connects sellers with vetted
manufacturers. But the competition is not sitting still either: Amazon has introduced its own
crafts site, called “Handmade”. Etsy’s second year as a listed company could be even more
tricky than its first.
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Appendix 3 – Article Forbes

JUN 26, 2017

Today's Must-Reads For Entrepreneurs: Where Etsy Went Wrong
Silicon Valley
A prominent VC takes a leave of absence: "The power dynamic that exists in venture capital
is despicably unfair. The gap of influence between male venture capitalists and female
entrepreneurs is frightening and I hate that my behavior played a role in perpetrating a genderhostile environment. It is outrageous and unethical for any person to leverage a position of
power in exchange for sexual gain, it is clear to me now that that is exactly what I’ve done."

Did venture capital ruin Etsy: "The company launched with four employees in 2005 and has
since grown into a $1.6 billion publicly traded company. But now Etsy is laying off 15
percent of its staff — the second round of cuts this year. Its problems seem to stem back to
when the company let the mass-produced sell alongside the homespun. 'Ten years ago, Etsy
was a marketplace where craftspeople and artisans sold their wares,' said Gil Luria, director of
research at the investment firm D.A. Davidson. 'But before they went public a few years ago
they changed direction, and tried to be everything to everybody in e-commerce.' Luria says
the biggest change in the run up to Etsy's 2015 IPO — the company removed its requirement
that all goods sold on the platform had to be handmade. This gave big manufacturers access to
Etsy's loyal customer base. When Etsy started listing $10 bracelets from Chinese factories
right next to $100 bracelets handmade by homemakers in Wisconsin, the homemakers could
no longer compete. And this fundamentally changed Etsy, Luria said. It became a different
company, one in the same business as companies like Ebay, Amazon, and Alibaba. Much like
Etsy's artisan craftspeople couldn't compete with cheap factory products, Etsy itself couldn't
compete with the giants of online retail."
Manufacturing
Hundreds of entrepreneurs are heading to Arkansas for Walmart's version of 'Shark Tank':
"Nathan Failla, 23, a recent graduate of Duquesne University in Pittsburgh, will be pitching
his PocketGel instant hair gel, a 5-millileter packet of hair gel that’s easy to carry. Failla came
up with the idea one evening when he was headed to dinner in the rain and wished he had
some hair gel with him, then developed the idea as a class project. Today, his one-man
company, which relies on a contract manufacturer in Michigan, is reaching big in trying to get
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into Walmart before lining up smaller or regional stores. 'I was like, ‘go big or go home,’' he
says. 'I’m more excited than nervous, but I’ll probably be nervous when I get there.'"
Health Care
A business owner says the Republican health plan will be a disaster for his business:
"President Donald Trump and Republicans in Congress are pushing through a plan that would
take health care away from 23 million people – including many of the 4 million newly insured
small business owners, employees, and self-employed entrepreneurs like my wife and me.
Instead of improving access and lowering costs, the GOP plan puts health care out of reach
for many working families across Minnesota ... What’s bad for consumers and local
businesses is bad for the economy. Any economist will tell you that when people have more
money in their pockets, they can spend more at local businesses. When small businesses
struggle to keep their doors open, there are fewer jobs for Minnesotans. And when a single
illness or medical emergency can bankrupt a family, that family won’t be shopping at our
small businesses or contributing to a robust economy." (A small-business lobbying group,
Small Business Majority, argues that the Senate bill will hurt small businesses.)
The Law
The Supreme Court will hear the case about the Colorado baker who refused to make a
wedding cake for a same-sex couple: "Jack Phillips, the owner of the Masterpiece Cakeshop
in Lakewood, Colo., was charged with violating the state’s anti-discrimination law, which
says businesses open to the public may not deny service to customers based on their race,
religion, sex or sexual orientation. The state commission held that his refusal to make the
wedding cake amounted to discriminatory conduct, and the state courts upheld that decision.
But Phillips appealed to the Supreme Court, arguing he deserved a religious exemption based
on the 1st Amendment’s guarantee of freedom of speech and free exercise of religion. His
lawyers described him as a 'cake artist' who will 'not create cakes celebrating any marriage
that is contrary to his understanding of biblical teaching.' They also said he has refused to
make cakes to celebrate Halloween or created baked goods that have an “anti-American or
anti-family themes” or carry profane messages."
Small Giants
Making a neighborhood book business work: "It’s about owning your own real estate (they
do) so you are not a slave to your lease. Sound familiar, retailers? It’s about knowing and
serving your target audience, who return day in and day out. In this case, the loyal Capitol
Hill herd. It’s about making a low-margin business work. The result is a comfortably
profitable bookseller run by an owner who carries on his late father’s legacy, employs a
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handful of book lovers who cannot imagine a better job, and makes enough for him and his
family to live on."
Franchising
Here's how Sky Zone went from a failed sport to a $300 million-a-year business: "Just six
weeks after the grand opening, Jeff's mother, Jan, was diagnosed with ovarian cancer. ... As
his father stepped back, Jeff immersed himself in Sky Zone, running birthday parties and
managing teenage employees. 'I had no idea what I was doing,' he says. 'It was learning on the
fly. All of my buddies were at Goldman Sachs or lawyers or going to business school. And I
was the GM of some indoor entertainment park.' But the parks were succeeding. In 2008, two
years after opening in St. Louis, he moved to Sacramento to launch the company's third outlet.
Four months later, he returned to Los Angeles, where he had grown up, and approached his
dad with a plan to start franchising. They concluded it would be the fastest way to grow: 'We
had a big list of people that had inquired already about franchising.'"
The Economy
Retailers in rust-belt towns like Johnstown, Pa. are searching for answers: "Randy Clark
remembers when his Miller’s Clothing Store, a family-run men’s wear shop, employed twice
as many people and sold 20 pairs of pants a day. He knows he needs a website, but attracting
digital customers is the least of his concerns. Brands that he sells, like Tommy Bahama and
Southern Tide, will not even let him sell their products online, where he would compete with
their own e-commerce operations, he said. So instead, Mr. Clark has focused on the store
itself. He renovated the first floor to attract customers from farther away, customers who
might have more money to spend and more places to go than Johnstown. He bought new
furniture and new floors, installed a coffee machine, and donated old sports coats and
corduroy jackets to make room for fresh inventory. He wears a suit and tie to work six days a
week, and says he does not own a pair of jeans. 'Not a lot of people dress up anymore,' Mr.
Clark said. 'If I don’t dress the part, who will?'"
Meanwhile, some companies are struggling to find enough employees: "The lack of laborers
not only threatens to stunt the growth of these companies, experts warn, but it could also force
them to decamp their home town in search of workers. With the U.S. unemployment rate at a
16-year low of 4.3 percent, employers across the country are dealing with a dearth of potential
hires. Economists say that talent shortages are growing constraints on the country’s economic
expansion, especially as millions of baby boomers enter retirement. But the shortage is
particularly problematic in places such as Kosciusko County, where the unemployment rate
rests at 2 percent. Of the county’s 41,136 adults who can work, 40,311 are employed,
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according to government statistics. This region — a land of clear lakes, duck farms and
medical device makers — escaped the industrial decline that rocked other communities
throughout the Rust Belt. It prospered, thanks to a local industry that proved largely immune
to competition from China and Mexico. But without more people to grow Warsaw’s business,
the chances of companies relocating is 'extraordinarily high,' said Michael Hicks, a labor
economist at Indiana’s Ball State University."
Startups
A lawyer, Steve Goodman was helping Philadelphia startupsbefore Philadelphia had a tech
community: "It was Goodman who was the front door of the Philadelphia area’s
entrepreneurial community. He was the one you called if you wanted to build a company in
this town. He was the one who invented the startup lawyer archetype during a time when
lawyers wouldn’t look twice at someone who was building a company from scratch. But to
simply call him a 'startup lawyer' would be inaccurate. It falls short. It doesn’t speak to how
he cultivated a region’s startup scene, way back before it was sexy, before it was likely even
prudent to do so — and how he saw it through for 50 years, the kind of time frame that’s
unfathomable to today’s young bucks. That’s why they call Goodman the godfather of
Philadelphia startups."
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Appendix 4 – Article Financieel Dagblad

Kunstenaarsmarktplaats Etsy draait ambities terug onder druk activisten
Hippespullenmarktplaats Etsy beloofde de detailhandel op zijn grondvesten te doen schudden.
Onder druk van boze aandeelhouders keert het bedrijf in stilte op zijn schreden terug.

Natalie Jacob verkoopt al dik tien jaar juwelen op Etsy , bijna net zolang als de marktplaats
voor handgemaakte producten bestaat. Met de groei van Etsy groeiden ook haar zaken,
zodanig dat ze zich fulltime erop kon toeleggen.

Toen het Amerikaanse bedrijf, sinds 2015 beursgenoteerd, begon om fabrikanten te verbinden
met fysieke winkeliers greep Jacob haar kans. Via de marktplaats kreeg ze haar juwelen in de
pronkwinkel van warenhuis Macy's in New York.

Maar zes maanden geleden merkten Jacob en andere verkopers mysterieuze veranderingen
aan die groothandelsdienst. E-mails aan de klantenservice van Etsy werden niet meer
beantwoord. Een populair account op sociaal medium Instagram — waar Etsy spullen van
klanten aanprees — werd niet meer bijgehouden en verdween. De website van de
groothandelspoot kreeg geen updates meer.

Formeel heeft het bedrijf, dat sinds 2013 ook een Nederlandstalige website heeft, zijn
groothandelsactiviteiten niet afgeschaft, maar de ogenschijnlijke verwaarlozing past wel bij de
plannen van de nieuwe topman, Josh Silverman. Hij wil het bedrijf richten op het gebied waar
het meeste groei te behalen valt: verkoop via het internet. Het is een voorzichtige bekentenis
dat de grootse ambities om binnen te dringen bij de traditionele detailhandel zijn mislukt.

'Heruitvinders van de detailhandel'
'Het bedrijf kiest waar het het gevecht aangaat', concludeert Tom Forte, analist bij D.A.
Davidson. Om online verkopers te helpen toegang te krijgen tot fysieke winkels is volgens
hem een slim idee, maar het is onwaarschijnlijk dat het Etsy veel omzet heeft opgeleverd.

In 2013 had toenmalige topman Chad Dickerson nog hoge ambities. 'Mensen zien ons als een
marktplaats voor handgemaakte spullen, maar we zien onszelf als heruitvinders van de
complete toeleveringsketen voor de detailhandel.' Etsy wilde e-commerce 'overstijgen' en de
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groothandelstak speelde daar een grote rol in.

Maar de gedroomde revolutie bleef uit. Afzwakkende omzetgroei en een aandeel dat sinds de
beursgang twee derde van zijn waarde verloor verzwakten de positie van topman Dickerson.
Activistische aandeelhouders drongen op zijn vertrek aan. In mei vorig jaar werd hij
vervangen.

Opvolger Silverman heeft de bezem door het bedrijf gehaald: 8% van het personeel is op
straat gezet en een reeks projecten is geschrapt, zoals een programma om verkopers in contact
te brengen met lokale fabrieken.

Aandeelhouders kunnen opgetogen zijn. Silverman kan drie kwartalen met omzetgroei op zijn
conto schrijven. En de koers is sinds zijn aantreden met 160% gestegen tot het hoogste punt
ooit.

De keerzijde ervan is dat het opnieuw de spanning blootlegt tussen de mores van Wall Street
en de sociale missie van het bedrijf en veel van zijn verkopers. Bij de beursgang kreeg Etsy
daar al kritiek op.

Vertrekkers
Het gevaar voor Etsy zit erin dat verkopers de site geheel of gedeeltelijk verlaten, omdat ze
een afzetkanaal verliezen. Daarbij speelt mee dat sinds de beursgang van Etsy veel
concurrenten de deuren hebben geopend, zoals de start-up Indigo Fair, dat claimt met 25.000
winkeliers contracten te hebben, en Wholesale in a Box.

Rachel Wood, die sinds vijf jaar sleutelhangers en mokken verkoopt via Etsy, heeft dat al
gedaan. Het groothandelskanaal van Etsy was haar belangrijkste afzetmarkt, zo vertelt ze. Nu
heeft ze het grootste gedeelte van haar zaken naar Indigo Fair verhuisd.

Juwelenmaakster Jacob denkt er nog over na. Op een dag, zo verwacht ze, is Etsy Wholesale
zomaar verdwenen. 'Ik wil niet zomaar vertrekken, maar het lijkt me slim om te diversifiëren.'
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Appendix 5 – Article Telegraaf

Handelssite Etsy verrast met groei
14 jun. 2018 in FINANCIEEL
Webwinkel Etsy, de marktplaats waar zelfgemaakte en vintage producten van hand tot hand
gaan, stijgt donderdag 30% op Wall Street gedreven door betere verkoopresultaten en
margeverwachtingen.
De koers van het in 2005 opgetuigde handelsplatform ging naar zijn hoogste punt, mede op de
sterke vooruitblik voor de rest van 2018.
De groeiverwachting van eerder 22-24% is opgeschroefd naar 32-34%. Op Etsy zijn 33,4
miljoen mensen actief, meldt de handelssite zelf, de 45 miljoen aangeboden stukken zijn goed
voor $3,2 miljard aan handelswaar.
Etsy verhoogt vanaf 16 juli zijn provisie op tot 5% per transactie, van eerder 3,5%. De al oude
gemeenschap van Etsy-fans wordt met een marketing injectie van 40% extra opgejut.
Etsy reageert met dit initiatief op de komst van Handmade Gift Shop van webreus Amazon.
Het aandeel steeg vorig jaar al met 73,6%, dit jaar verdubbelde de koers op Wall Street
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Appendix 6– Article Financial Times
Etsy hits record after raising fees and 2018 sales outlook
FT Cliff Venzon in New York JUNE 14, 2018

Etsy hit an all-time high on Thursday after the e-commerce site boosted its 2018 sales outlook
following an increase in transaction fees.

Shares of the online marketplace for handmade and vintage products were up 29.7 per cent to
$42.80. They earlier hit a lifetime high of $44.74 per share.

The company said earlier on Thursday it expects 2018 revenue to grow by 32 to 34 per cent
year-on-year, up from its earlier forecast of a 22 to 24 per cent increase.

The revision came as Etsy raised its transaction fees for sellers to 5 per cent of the transaction,
up from 3.5 per cent, starting on July 16. It will also apply to shipping costs, it said.
Rachel Glaser, Etsy’s chief financial officer, said the higher fees will allow the company to
ramp up investments, especially in marketing. “We plan to increase our 2017 direct marketing
spend by at least 40 per cent in 2018, revamp our Etsy community platforms, and execute
against an exciting product road map,” she said. “We believe all of this will help drive nearterm growth and increase buyer lifetime value.”

The move to boost marketing spending comes after Amazon, the online retail giant, launched
its Handmade Gift Shop, putting it in competition with Etsy.
The company said the 21-23 per cent outlook for Ebitda margin remains unchanged while
growth in gross merchandise sales is expected to improve to as high as 19 per cent from 18
per cent in the prior guidance. Etsy’s share price has more than doubled this year, after rising
73.6 per cent in 2017.
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Appendix 7 – Financial Times
Etsy shares hit record as it gets tough with artisans
Crafts marketplace was all but written off as an Amazon victim but has taken a hard line to
turnround A year ago, observers had all but written off Etsy as another victim of Amazon

A few weeks ago, visitors to Etsy were being offered discounts on everything from handmade
moonstone rings, reclaimed wood chopping boards to vegan tote bags across its website.
Markdowns are par for the course in the retail industry, but for Etsy, the basics of retailing
have not come easy.

The 13-year-old company only began running sitewide sales last summer, and it was only this
month that it increased the cut it takes from merchants, to bring it closer to commissions taken
by other platforms.

A year ago, observers had all but written off the eccentric crafts marketplace as another victim
of Amazon.
But after months of drama — activist pressure, lay-offs and a change in chief executive —
Etsy appears to have turned itself around. The results suggest that Etsy’s biggest problem was
not the threat from a Seattle ecommerce giant but rather its own mismanagement.
“A lot of us did think they were going to die,” said Anand Raghuraman, a retail consultant.
“It’s been impressive and shows there is hope for the non-Amazon players. There is a space
for an Etsy.”

Shares have tripled since May last year when the board brought in Josh Silverman as chief
executive. Mr Silverman, who has a history of corporate turnrounds from stints at Skype,
Ebay and American Express, set out with a basic goal: lure more people to Etsy.com and
make it easier for them to find things to buy.

Cutting back on a swath of peripheral projects, he reallocated engineers towards improving
the website and using artificial intelligence to fix the search function, which Black and White
Capital, a shareholder, had slammed as “horrendous”.
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Analysts say Mr Silverman also prioritised keeping consumers happy — hence the discounts
— over pandering to the artisans peddling their trinkets on the site.

Etsy has increased gross merchandise sales, or GMS, the dollar value of goods sold on its
platform, at an accelerating pace for three straight quarters. Sellers made a record $1bn in
GMS in the fourth quarter last year, covering the holiday shopping season — a milestone that
Linda Findley Kozlowski, chief operating officer, called “a moment of reflection”.
“What Josh brought was focus,” she said. “He brought the whole company behind a single
direction and said: here’s what we’re going to work on.” Mr Silverman, 49, marks a clear
departure from Etsy’s previous leadership. Chad Dickerson, his predecessor, came from a
technology background and built the company from an idealistic start-up into a billion-dollar
public offering in 2015.
“Chad was a technical person, he was not a capitalist business CEO,” said Rohit Kulkarni,
analyst at SharesPost. “It’s a classic management problem. They had lightning in a bottle and
attracted a lot of people. But beyond that initial success, it takes work to attract the next 1,000
sellers.”

Shares have tripled since Etsy hired Josh Silverman as chief executive last year © Bloomberg
Life as a public company proved tough for Etsy. Sales growth on the site decelerated,
angering Wall Street, while the company continued to spend heavily. Meanwhile, social
media sites such as Instagram popped up as a new place for independent sellers to showcase
their goods. Shares fell more than 70 per cent in the nine months after going public.
Etsy’s problems boiled over last May when TPG and Dragoneer revealed they had bought
stakes and called for a discussion of “strategic alternatives”. Mr Dickerson was ousted, along
with 80 employees.

Under Mr Silverman, Etsy retains at least some of its original ethos. Its Brooklyn
headquarters are stocked with vegan snacks, 50-foot plant walls nourished with rainwater and
3D printers for employees to express themselves.
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But the company has also slashed “general and administrative expenses” back to 16 per cent
of revenue, from 23 per cent last year. After rounds of job cuts, about a quarter of the staff is
gone. The company posted net income of $13m in the first quarter of 2018, compared with a
loss of $421,000 in the same timeframe a year ago.

Etsy now charges 5 per cent commission for sales made through its platform, up from 3.5 per
cent — a move which angered some merchants. Total expenses for sellers, including listing
fees, now hover around 10 per cent — still well below the 15 per cent charged by Amazon
and Ebay. Since Etsy will keep a bigger share of sales, the company expects its own revenues
to grow between 22 and 24 per cent this year, up from previous forecasts of 21 to 23 per
cent. Recommended FT Series Amazon races Apple to be first $1tn market cap company.

The company is also investing again. Etsy has pledged to increase its marketing budget by 40
per cent this year and last month it revealed a deal with DaWanda, the German online
marketplace, to expand in Europe. DaWanda, often described as Germany’s Etsy, is shutting
down in August and has agreed to refer its 70,000 sellers to Etsy’s platform. The companies
did not disclose the financial terms of the agreement.
Analysts say that Etsy’s nascent recovery offers hope to all retailers looking to survive in a
landscape dominated by Amazon and a few other big players. “You’re going to have those
megaplayers that have the money to do everything. But the next tier will be specialised
companies that do one or two things really well,” said Mr Raghuraman, pointing to Etsy or
Warby Parker, the hip glasses retailer. “Walmart is never going to want to be an expert in
wool shoes.”
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Appendix 8 – Article Not Just a label
NOT JUST A LABEL (NJAL) IS THE WORLD’S LEADING DESIGNER PLATFORM
FOR SHOWCASING AND NURTURING TODAY’S PIONEERS IN CONTEMPORARY
FASHION
Set up in 2008 to infuse new life into the fashion system, NJAL has provided a critical
platform for over 30,000 designers to date and has become an indispensable tool for the
industry. The NJAL platform helps designers to gain exposure in the fashion industry at no
cost and finance their progression independently.
Representing designers from more than 150 countries, NJAL reflects the modern face of
fashion and supports thriving artists also outside of the major fashion capitals. NJAL gives
designers a platform where they can connect with a global audience and showcase their
designs from anywhere in the world.
NJAL offers emerging talents extensive publicity and promotion through its media channels,
event projects and partnerships around the world. NJAL’s extensive collaborations with
luxury brands, cities/governments and media have supported many designers to evolve into
established international labels.
NJAL encourages designers to produce fashion that is sustainable and supports local
communities and artisanal craftsmanship. NJAL has pioneered a revolutionary approach to
the fashion industry, outside of politics and the tired existing systems that are detrimental to
the growth and integrity of its designers.
The NJAL platform is built on open source software. NJAL is proud to pioneer a website
development model that promotes collaboration, transparency and shared innovation and
supports the idea that innovation is best done in an open way
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Appendix 9 – Article New York Times
NY times , Sep 2010

Making a Chance on Talent
By FLEUR BRITTENSEPT. 19, 2010
Wolf & Badger, one of London’s new co-operative style clothing stores, which give young
designers a chance to sell their styles without the risk of opening their own shops.CreditJeanPhillipe Defaut for the International Herald Tribune
LONDON — You might expect a fashion boutique to be troubled by rival buyers sniffing
around, disgruntled when best-selling designers want to open their own shops, and surely
horrified to learn that even fashion’s most devout followers haven’t heard of the labels in
stock.
Not so at a handful of new London enterprises, which are upending the conventional notions
of fashion retail to introduce new, unknown designers.
With edgy print dresses, twisted blazers and asymmetric accessories displayed in a
minimalist, gallery-style backdrop, Squatters opened last November in the Pimlico
neighborhood by Karolin Maier-Hauff, a former Vivienne Westwood designer.
Facing a Catch-22 with her own label (in such straitened times, most retailers won’t take on
new brands without proof of existing sales), Ms. Maier-Hauff realized she needed her own
sales platform. “London’s high rents have prevented boutiques working with emerging
designers,” she explains. “They reason they’d be safer buying established brands.”
Applying her East Berlin sensibility of co-operative endeavor to overcome financial
limitations, Ms. Maier-Hauff invited five or so other young London designers — among
them, the women’s wear rising star Louise Amstrup, the shoe brand Finsk and jewelry by
Miquella — to “squat” in her new boutique for six months. In return, the store takes 60
percent of sales as commission; a good month sees sales of £1,700, or around $2,650.
“The idea is that we work as a collective,” says Ms. Maier-Hauff. “If I have a production
problem, I can contact another squatter.”
On a fashionable street in Notting Hill is Wolf & Badger, a slickly monochromatic boutique
open since February, with luxe fashion pieces hanging in spotlighted recesses.
Tamara Sariachvili, 24 — whose fashion label, Tosha, is for sale in one of the recesses — is
often in the store doing private fittings.
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“Being stocked here has really built up my business,” says Ms. Sariachvili, who now sells
£2,000 a month in what is her first retail experience. She pays 10 percent of her revenue to the
store, as well as monthly rent, which, depending on space, ranges from £210 to £650.
“I made an appointment to show them my graduate collection, and they took me on last
season,” she says. “I didn’t know what to do, but they’ve helped me on all sorts of issues.”
That included advising Ms. Sariachvili to scale down her show collection into something light
enough to wear. To some 72 labels, Wolf & Badger offers guidance on manufacturing,
marketing, branding and pricing, and it delivers monthly reports about customer comments.
“The main thing this has given us is confidence,” says Samuel Kientsch, 23, one half of the
menswear label Braille, now in its second month at Wolf & Badger.
“And it means we won’t have to fund our next collection with side jobs,” adds his design
partner, Benjamin Vorono, 29. Outsourcing some of the business, they say, has left their
minds freer to focus on design, and having received proof that they can sell, the pair will start
selling through their Web site, brailleman.com, on Oct. 1.
“We act as an incubator,” explains Henry Graham, a co-founder at Wolf & Badger.
As well as attending graduate fashion weeks, Wolf & Badger also receives several
applications from designers each day and now runs a waiting list. “We want designers to be
able to refine their collection, work out what’s commercial, and be noticed by trade buyers,
stylists and press,” Mr. Graham adds.
It’s certainly attracted attention: British Vogue voted Wolf & Badger as one of its best
boutiques of 2010, and, in August, London’s visionary department store Selfridges invited it
to create a pop-up shop.
An online version of the model, the London-based Not Just a Label (NJAL), represents nearly
5,000 breakthrough labels from 81 countries — among them, the menswear designer Damir
Doma, jewelry by Fannie Schiavoni and creations by Gemma Slack, Gareth Pugh’s protégée.
The global e-shop, which started in April 2008, takes a 30 percent commission in exchange
for its services and advises designers on pricing and display as well as providing a free
business directory of buyers, boutiques, manufacturers, public relations agencies and
photographers. From its 11 million hits per month, some designers say they have achieved
monthly sales of £6,000. And Stefan Siegel, the site’s co-founder and a former Merrill Lynch
investment banker, forecasts that the £150,000 turnover it generated last year could soon
triple.
“This is definitely the place to shop if you want to be original,” says Anya Parkes, a 26-yearold London-based art director who says she spends about £500 a month on NJAL. “It is
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satisfying when people haven’t heard of the label, and good to know your money is
supporting young designers.”
As NJAL offers customers the option to e-mail designers directly, Ms. Parkes says she
sometimes checks specific measurements with them: “That contact makes it more personal
and meaningful,” she adds. “Some even offer alterations.”
But who is shouldering the problems of start-up fashion design? As Ms. Maier-Hauff was led
to believe, wouldn’t these shops do better with blue-chip designers?
One launching pad that has worked successfully since 1999 is The Laden Showroom, with
more than 70 young labels using its Brick Lane store as a stepping-stone up from the market
stall.
“Swallowing their difficulties probably does impact on us financially,” says Barry Laden, its
co-founder, “but it’s what makes us different and why people bother coming to us. Our
regular customers come in saying, ‘What’s new, what’s new?”’ These have included talent
scouts, international buyers and established designers, including John Galliano and Dolce &
Gabanna, who even produced a twist on one of their designs, according to Mr. Laden.
“We’re never going to make millions from one shop,” acknowledges Mr. Graham of Wolf &
Badger, adding that, in November, it will introduce an e-commerce site. “With that, we can
scale up; we can put a zero on the end of what Tosha is selling.” Meanwhile, NJAL sees its
future in having financial stakes in its most promising young designers.
Mr. Laden believes having options like these has not only saved designers from quitting
fashion altogether, but also from opening their own shop prematurely: “Coming here actually
holds them back — they finally appreciate how much cost and effort is required.”
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Appendix 10 – Article The Next Web

May 5, 2012 in INSIDER

Behind the design: An interview with Not Just a Label
£23 billion is spent each year on 2 million tons of clothing in the UK, 50% of which winds up
in a landfill. According to Stefan Siegel, the founder of the London-based fashion startup Not
Just a Label, clothes bought on the high street are worn an average of only 4 times before
being thrown away.
For those outside of the U.S., “high street” is the equivalent of main street, a metonym for the
common name of the primary business street in towns and cities. This is the street you’ll find
popular retailers and clothing shops like H&M, Top Shop and Forever 21.
High street has a lot of power in the fashion world as more and more people shop cheaply to
completely reinvent their wardrobes season after season. But this is a very dangerous cycle —
one that has economic, environmental and cultural impacts.
In London, and the world over, there is no lack of fashion startups aiming to reinvent the
model, but many come and go with the seasons. Siegel launched Not Just a Label (NJAL) in
2008 as a networking platform for fashion designers. In the past four years, he’s concentrated
on developing a style of “authentic luxury” with talented designers who use top quality
materials, sustainable practices and eco-friendly processes. The idea being that if you buy
something that’s beautifully crafted, you’ll keep that piece for longer. The site now represents
over 9,000 fashion designers from around the world who create a total of 50,000 design
objects a season.
The 33-year old entrepreneur was born in Meran in South Tyrol in Northern Italy, a region
synonymous with artisan craftsmanship and high fashion. After studying economics, business,
and working alongside local fashion design houses and media agencies on five continents, he
graduated with an MA in International Economics. Before he started working for companies
such as Ernst & Young and Sal. Oppenheim in Switzerland, and the Merrill Lynch M&A
Investment Banking group in London, he appeared in campaigns and catwalk shows for
Prada, Gucci, BMW, K-Swiss and Calvin Klein.
He left all this behind to start NJAL at his kitchen table in East London and bootstrapped it
with his brother until it became cash positive in its second year. The now 15-person team
monetizes through advertising and commissions earned via the online store, sales from which
have doubled each year.
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In the past year, Stefan has worked closely with the European Union and Tech City to
promote the entrepreneurial community. In March, NJAL traveled to India with a grant from
the British Council to develop business relationships in the country, specifically in the
creative sector. Siegel spent seven days meeting the country’s finest artists, creatives and key
leaders, as well as visiting the three renowned fashion design schools and traveling to four
cities — Mumbai, Delhi, Ahmedabad and Goa.
“India is a very inward market– and not just for fashion,” says Stefan. “McDonald’s, which
was trying to sell hamburgers to a country that’s 50% vegetarian, unsurprisingly almost
closed down there until they started offering the McAlooTikki. MTV came in with Euro and
American crap music and didn’t succeed until they changed their programming to offer Indian
reality shows.”
On his trip to India, Siegel met with his existing designers and signed up 50 new ones. In
thinking about how he could help create a uniquely Indian product and sell it to the world, he
worked with designer Karishma Shahani to produce designs beyond the traditional sari. The
designer’s beautiful prints, exquisite cuts and hand-dyed fabrics are now on sale at Not Just a
Label (pictured right).
Not only does Stefan help his designers with business tactics like ecommerce, contracts,
pricing models and PR but he helps put them in touch with talented artisans and old school
Italian producers.
Why is this so important? In the Veneto region of Italy where 44% of all European high end
fashion production comes from, they’re losing one traditional artisan technique a week.
Whether it’s a certain kind of saddle stitch or manufacturing process, the industry is
weakening and high street brands accelerate this fate as well as contribute to retail’s
homogenization
“NJAL is about giving each other access in an industry that hasn’t continued to work
together,” he says. “In the future, we want to create physical spaces in London, Paris and
NYC so we can showcase what these creative designers are capable of.”
If you’ve kept up with the “slow food movement” NJAL is fighting a similar battle — but for
fashion. As we become more aware of the processes behind the products and experiences we
have, the more educated amongst us will choose higher quality over higher quantity; we’ll
choose boutique over canned; and long-lasting over one time use.
One of the best examples of this trend can be seen in the NJAL Malaysian designer
WEAREULTRA, who produces one collection per year. You can’t buy just one piece, you
have to buy all 10 pieces with the understanding that those can be mixed and matched to last
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you the whole year. At the end of the year, you can turn in the pieces to be upcycled and
receive a discount on the next year.
To educate consumers about the costly production process of sustainable clothing, NJAL
launched The T-Shirt Project over the summer of 2010. Working with 3 designers, NJAL
produced 500 beautifully designed, hand-stitched black and white eco-friendly t-shirts.
Adding up each designer’s time, the cost of organic, fair-trade cotton and sustainable
production, each t-shirt cost £55 and came with a poetic label that told the shirt’s story. UPS
provided free delivery and sustainable packaging for the project. Hoping for press, Stefan
reached out to his friends in the editorial world. “But we didn’t get one editorial feature,”
Stefan said. “We were told the project was too confrontational for most of their advertisers.
That was a wake up call on how wrong the industry is at a very high-level.”
“This past year has been really character building,” Stefan explains. “We had received notable
inbound interest from financial backers. This winter, when I was speaking to VCs in London
and New York, I literally had my head against the wall explaining our business model and
why we don’t want to scale the company to an infinite proportion… you can’t just scale this
kind of curation.
During that time, I saw 50 fashion startups all approaching the same problems. And 80% of
them had VC backing. Since this January, nearly 1/5 of them have folded. This proves, you
cant just open an online store and say, ‘Hey were going to do this now!’ without credibility or
a special story.”
Backing Not Just a Label, you’ll find an army of designers, the UK and European
governments, as well as traditional businesses like Valentino, Chanel and the Marzotto Group,
a 175-year old textile producer. “But it’s still tough. We’re against the wind the whole time,”
says Stefan.
While VCs in New York City have poured millions of dollars into light-hearted fashion apps,
Siegel and his 15-person team at NJAL are busy building a business that aims to shift an
entire industry and reintroduce pillars of authenticity, creativity and sustainability.
“When will we be able to build up real businesses again and get something done? Because
most of these startups make money on the backs of other people’s business models,” Stefan
says with concern.
I’m so happy we said, ‘I’m sticking to our business plan and that’s it’. It’s a cultural
experiment — in order to give young designers an opportunity to revive artisanship around
the world. We’re slowing down the process, slowing down fashion, increasing the value and
revolutionizing how retail works.”
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Appendix 11 – Franz Magazine Article

December 16, 2015
Not Just A Label, the fostering pioneers in contemporary fashion, lands in New York
Allegra Baggio Corradi
franz met (once again) Stefan Siegel, founder and CEO of Not Just A Label NJAL, to learn
more about his distinctive creative project aiming at the discovery and support of young
talented fashion designers. From Meran to Venice drifting through Austria, Switzerland and
the US, Stefan has gained experience in the fashion and media industries through his career as
a model and then carried on to work for prestigious design houses and advertising agencies. In
2008 he founded NJAL with the support of his brother and has since then transformed the
London-based company into a leading platform for emerging fashion designers. With a
startling future ahead it seems timely to discover more about the origins and ethos of this
made-in-South Tyrol pioneering project that has taken over the world of contemporary
fashion.
Not Just a Label (NJAL) has gathered 20,000 new and established designers into one online
marketplace where users can find a considerable variety of labels. How does the selection
process of new brands and designers take place, especially in hard-to-reach regions of the
world?
Our scouting team travels the world to visit fashion weeks, events, awards, and graduate
shows to meet and engage with promising new talents. Meeting people face to face, and
building real relationships is very important to us. We look for designers that favour quality
and craftsmanship, and importantly, have something special and unique to say about the
fashion industry.

In politically difficult countries like Ukraine and Lebanon, where creativity is being stifled
through trade embargoes and an unstable economy, NJAL has circumvented these hurdles to
support the development of fashion creativity there. In addition, NJAL conducts workshops,
seminars, talks and panel discussions globally to promote and develop emerging fashion
design businesses. All of these activities support a mission of building a transparent, and
supportive industry where luxury businesses, emerging designers and related industries can
share expertise and interact.
Unlike other online retail companies, NJAL designers keep 70% of each sale. Do you also
provide PR services and help in developing e-commerce strategies to sustain the work of
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young promising designers?

At the end of the day, the heart of what we do is about promoting designers. The question
before any project is how do our designers benefit from it. The range of services NJAL offers
is important, as our designers work in so many different environments, in fashion industries all
over the world that work in vastly different ways. Through our project management work, we
have been able to create a pop-up store at the Waldorf Astoria New York that showcases 100
emerging designers that produce and design their collections entirely within the city.
NJAL seems to be aiming at the elimination of fashion’s numerous middle men by trying to
reduce the considerable environmental impacts of industrial clothing manufacture and enable
designers to create sustainably from all over the world. Which strategies do you adopt in order
to encourage the production of a smaller number of well-made goods?
An important part of our business model is that we don’t hold stock. The product is sent
directly from designer to consumer, which allows for real relationships between designers and
clients, and a greater appreciation - we’re there to facilitate that. That way designers have a
much higher profit margin, and the funds will be reinvested in their local ecosystems and in
regional production.

How do you manage to satisfy the specific demands of inward looking markets which are
reluctant to Western aesthetics? How do for instance, countries such as India or the Arab
peninsula respond to contemporary fashion dictats coming from the US or Europe?

The NJAL ethos transcends the idea of traditional trends. Our designers are ahead of the curve
when it comes to that and span the entire globe. As such we are not limited by the notion of
Western style or image, which in turn prevents designers from feeling at all alienated if they
don’t fit into those ‘ideals’.

It seems that the youngest generations of newly-graduates from the most prestigious
international fashion colleges do not take into consideration Italian manufacture anymore.
Would you ascribe this to the inability of our country to promote its resources abroad or to the
employment of low quality manufacture in connection to greater economic savings?
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Actually there is rising industry consensus that the rationale for sourcing from low cost
countries is weakening. Technological developments in advanced manufacturing are enabling
companies to improve productivity and boost production at lower energy and material cost. I
recently came back from a Forum for fashion and high-end industries at the European
Commission in Brussels where there was clear stakeholder and supranational interest in
strengthening Europe’s existing industrial base and promoting reshoring. And in terms of
boosting competitiveness in Europe, NJAL has certainly strived to play their part. We have
done this through several of our projects, most recently the recent Origin Fair in Italy that we
organized in partnership with the Fiera di Vicenza. This was where we brought together 100
of Italy’s most distinguished manufacturers and suppliers with 100 of NJAL’s innovative
fashion talent from across five continents. 6 million tons of clothing are produced in a country
like the UK each year, 50% of which winds up in a landfill. How does NJAL try to promote
the use of environmentally-friendly materials, like organic wool or cotton?
The key for sustainability is opting for and investing in high quality garments and techniques.
That may not be as simple as buying an organic cotton t-shirt but comparing materials,
sourcing and how long it will last. It is about understanding the balance between something
that you adore enough to keep forever and knowing it has been produced in the most
environmentally-friendly way.

It seems that the major hurdle NJAL has to overcome lies in the higher levels of the fashion
industry, being those in a position of power the ones perpetrating the unjust mechanisms you
try to counter. How do you manage to be against the wind the whole time?

I want to see more transparency in an industry where young creative talent and independent
designers may be lost in all the noise and speed of the high street and big brand games. We
connect the customer directly to the designer and that’s another step in reconnecting the
broken links in the supply chain, and it has the capacity to educate the consumer on every
facet of a garment’s production process. The NJAL platform serves as a gateway of
opportunity to young talent, and also just as importantly its model encourages an ecosystem of
cultural diversity. I want to empower people to step outside the enshrined structure and be
able to run small companies across the globe while creating an ecosystem in which these
labels can flourish.

You just opened a new shop in New York on December, 4th. Temporary shops are a low-risk
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model operating everywhere around the world now. Is your strategy however a way of testing
the grounds to verify if what you sell could be potentially retailed permanently rather than just
a common way of opening a mere “pop-up store”?

These things are always a possibility, however our physical projects are always more multifunctional than that. We operate a retail outlet for designers but also run workshops to discuss
the industry and facilitate a way for the designers themselves to directly reach their customers.
That’s the main priority for us
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Appendix 12 – Article Highsnobiety

Why Clothing Made in New York is More Important Than Ever
As recently as 1960, 95% of clothing that was sold in the United States was made in New
York City’s historic Garment District, a once sprawling microcosm and beating heart of the
American fashion industry on the West Side of middle Manhattan, boasting 7.7 million square
feet of manufacturing space and home to over 100,000 jobs. Now all those numbers are much
more dire.
That 7.7 million square feet is now 1.1 million, and the jobs have dropped to a little more than
7,000. And the amount of clothing made in America that’s still sold in America? A paltry 3%.
Those staggering numbers inspired five factory owners to start Save the Garment Center in
2007, a nonprofit organization fighting to preserve the last vestiges of New York City’s
fashion manufacturing history. While the “Made in USA” label has gained more awareness
and a unique cachet during the rise of the Americana trend and a new customer base that
began to care about sustainable manufacturing and the provenance of their goods, “Made in
New York” carries its own kind of sentimentality.
Stefan Siegel, a former model turned investment banker based in London, founded Not Just A
Label (NJAL) in 2008 as a global platform geared towards raising awareness of locallyproduced wares and providing emerging designers a means to sell their clothes through a
mixture of community building and providing a point of sale. Earlier this year, NJAL set up
pop-up shops in Berlin, Dubai, and Venice that brought their concept from digital to physical,
and the model proved successful, so they brought it to New York earlier this month.
“New York is the only one of the four fashion capitals that still has a manufacturing
community within the city,” says Siegel. “That is something that needs to be preserved, and
not just in a romantic way, but in an ambitious way.”
Part of what’s special about New York City is the proximity of the Garment District to many
design offices, ranging from lauded labels like Public School to cult ones like Engineered
Garments and Aimé Leon Doré – all of which are still manufactured in NYC.
“Here in New York, the fact that you can study at FIT but you can also get your samples
made within five blocks of the university is a unique ecosystem that needs to be promoted,
and the customer needs to understand this is still happening in the city,” continues Siegel.
For designers like Greg Rosborough, who splits his time between Bespoken, a label that won
GQ’s Best New Menswear Designer in America award in 2014, and Abasi Rosborough, his
own line of forward-thinking futuristic clothes designed with his partner Abdul Abasi, the
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whole “Made in New York” label carries a different cachet than simply “Made in USA.” He
likens it to something being made in Paris versus France, and while being made in a certain
country can have the connotation of quality or durability, having your manufacturing
associated with a cultural capital imbues it with a certain level of credibility.
“Just to say ‘Made in New York,” it has an incredible gravitas to what that means, especially
when you go to other places,” he says. Given that Abasi Rosborough found itself on the
shelves at renowned international retailers like Japan’s Isetan before any store in New York
picked it up, he may be onto something.
Of course there’s a certain tradeoff when it comes to making your collection in the first world.
Most obvious is the fact that it makes the garments more expensive. But that hasn’t stopped
up-and-coming designers like Dominic Sondag, who is about to release his first collection for
his label
“Making things in New York is not the easiest because of rent and things like that – it’s
definitely the most expensive place to make your clothes, but it’s home for me,” says Sondag.
He’s worked at the factory he makes his collection in for three years, so he’s at an advantage
since both of his hustles are under one roof. He’s able to oversee everything and if a sample
isn’t quite right, he can quickly amend it.
“The price [of the clothes] has to be higher, but at the same time, you’re supporting the local
economy,” adds Siegel.
Besides the convenience, Rosborough likes that making things where he lives gives him a
stronger sense of community. While Abasi Rosborough’s clothes retail anywhere from $325
to over $1,800, the price reflects a manufacturing process that is mindful of everyone in the
supply line, which means fair wages and often unionized workers.
“We need to be able to create something that we feel good about. At the end of the day, we
can feel good about the Garment District. People are paid American wages, people are living
in New York like the rest of us,” he says. “It’s not a nameless, faceless person in a factory far
away, it’s the people that we see three times a week. We know their names; we talk; there’s a
rapport. It’s a real, functional relationship.”
The premium cost of manufacturing in NYC is worth it to Siegel and young designers not just
because of the allure that comes with the city, but the centuries of experience many of the
Garment District’s truly skilled artisans possess. Skill sets vary from exceptional conceptual
pattern-makers, people whose draping skills are honed for decades, and well-trained tailors
who have all but perfected their craft.
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“There are true artisans here, and that comes from the power of the Garment District,” says
Rosborough. “That what I discovered when I was working at Ralph Lauren, you think it has
to be ‘Made in Italy’ or ‘Made in France’ to be high-quality, but then you venture into the
Garment District and you’re like, ‘Jesus, this stuff is incredible!’”
But perhaps New York City’s best advantage is the cultural melting pot it’s become. From
super stylish tourists to longtime denizens with no idea how cool they look, traversing the
average NYC city block can be a veritable feast for the eyes for rabid fans of street style, or
young creatives looking for style inspiration.
“You get to see a lot of different influences, and a lot of the world just being in one city,” says
Sondag.
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Appendix 13 – Article The Fall
Stefan Siegel, The Label Maker

There are regular calls for a shake-up in the fashion industry. Stefan Siegel is the man who
has been putting his words into action with an online platform that is doing it from the ground
up.
There are many platforms that nurture new fashion talent today, from London’s Fashion East
to companies such as Wolf & Badger, but none are as prolific as Not Just a Label (NJAL). Set
up by Stefan Siegel in 2008 as a way to help emerging designers connect with each other and
promote themselves on a global scale, it is now a network of more than 20,000 designers from
150 countries and has helped launch talents such as Mary Katrantzou, Damir Doma and Rad
Hourani, all fixtures on the international fashion calendar now. In the years since its inception,
its reach has grown from collaborating with schools and international corporations, ranging
from AEG to H&M, to initiating awards to help designers get their feet through the door. The
primary aim is to change what it means to be “emerging” and a “designer” in today’s fashion
system from the outside in.
When Siegel and I meet it’s an unusually sunny day by London standards. He arrives with a
rottweiler he’s fostered from Battersea Dogs Home, something he started doing two years
ago. As we sit in a stairwell outside the studio where his picture will later be taken, he tells me
he’s fostered 14 dogs so far. “I work with problem dogs, so they are all quite large. The home
gives them a second change”.
Siegel’s interest in fashion stems from his upbringing. He grew up in South Tyrol, in northern
Italy. “It’s a region that is responsible for about 40% of all luxury accessories and fashion
production,” he says, “so by growing up there, you have a sort of affinity for fashion. It
surrounds you.” His first proper contact with the industry, however, was as a model when he
moved to Vienna to study for his MA in international business administration and economics.
He worked in a menswear boutique, where he was scouted to appear in a music video for the
German electro band Enigma.
“At the shoot I think I was the lowest paid because I didn’t have an agency. The following
Monday I walked into an agency that had been recommended to me and I started modelling.”
He modelled for three and a half years, walking the runways of Calvin Klein, Gucci and
Prada, using his earnings to pay off all of his university debts before moving into investment
banking. “It was a good way to see another aspect of fashion,” he says. “During my studies I
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did so many other creative jobs, modelling, working in retail, organising events, DJ-ing, and I
got to the point where I’d finished my master’s and felt like I was just waiting around for
people to pay me – the usual downside of creative jobs and being freelance. I was kind of sick
of it. So I went to Zurich first, then New York, then London and I did three years of
investment banking. The bank I was working for had a fashion department, so we worked
with clients like the Kering group.”
His decision to jump ship and launch NJAL was a natural consequence – “I was tired of that
job. I’m someone who can give things up quite easily. It was a great opportunity to say, ‘OK,
back to the old days. Let’s see if we can kick things off that have never been done before and
hopefully create something that helps people'”. “In the bank where I worked, we were trying
to identify new investment targets for large conglomerates. I realised there was no transparent
platform where you could find these talents – you can go to the CFDA [Council of Fashion
Designers of America], but they only really tell you about the ones they like. I knew from my
background that any business has to be started with a tool that helps people. So I spoke to
Central Saint Martins and the Royal Academy of Fine Arts Antwerp and asked if they had a
network where we could follow their students, but they said no. Back then, my brother was 18
and had coding skills, so I said to him, ‘Why don’t we set up a platform where you can follow
emerging designers? That way we can better see who’s going to be successful and potentially
help make them successful.’ That was the whole plan.”
The launch of NJAL, in April 2008, was timed to coincide with the design-school graduate
shows, but things did not run as smoothly as expected. It took almost nine months to get fully
functioning compared with the three they had estimated before they began. “We did this big
guerrilla campaign of little plastic toy soldiers with a tag attached and started covering the
floors of the universities with them. By the time we launched, we’d also run out of money, so
there was no money for marketing. And that, in hindsight, was a gift, because in some ways
we were automatically presented with, like, a student project.” It put NJAL on a similar
footing as the designers Siegel was wanting to promote. “We were fighting to be seen and
make it and also trying to pay our rent. That gave the whole business more credibility,” he
says. “Saint Martins and the Royal Academy of Antwerp emailed all of their alumni and said,
‘This is a great thing, just sign up.’ We had about 500 people in the first three months and
went from there.”

There are many who would therefore describe NJAL as an incubator of talent, but Siegel
himself prefers a different description. “The platform is not designed to incubate per se,” he
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says. “We don’t move them into a space or get them under contract. It’s more that they join us
and we accelerate them, because once they’re too big for us they should actually leave the
platform. About 200 new designers come to our platform every month, everyone is welcome.
But then there are different tiers. We have curated sections to divide the designers into. We
also have something called online scouting, which works well for finding people in far-off
countries, as well as a team that travels around the world, attending small fashion weeks and
trying to find new talent.”
Most of the nurturing of talent – one of the biggest attractions of the site – is done in an
automated way. “It works in perhaps exactly the same way as LinkedIn. People can be seen,
people can connect to you, send you messages.” Does he worry that some of the designers on
the site will fall by the wayside? “The more they update their profiles, the more interesting
they’ll become and the more they get seen, because that is how the automated filtering system
works. Now we work with a few partners and corporations with very specific requests. For
example, ‘find a designer that uses a specific fabric, in a specific country, who has been in
business for at least three years.’ Then the pool becomes very small. We need the huge pool to
cater to external clients.”
What makes NJAL different from other initiatives is the breadth of what it offers. “Too many
focus on the e-commerce side. I think retail is changing every couple of years – people are
really wondering about what direction to go in. What we are trying to do is change the
business model. As cheesy as it sounds, we really want to change the system and the world
around it. Even after all these years, we are still full of ideas.”
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Appendix 14 –Vogue Article
6 April 2017

#CNILux: Stefan Siegel On Authentic Radicalism
The business of fashion is changing according to the founder of Not Just A Label, a platform
for emerging designers.
Stefan Siegel, founder of Not Just A Label, speaking at the Condé Nast International Luxury
Conference in Oman
If the CNI Luxury Conference drives anything home, it’s that when forward-thinking minds
come together, great things can happen. Futurist Sophie Hackford is one of those minds, and
following her rousing session on the digital universe this morning, Stefan Siegel closed the
day by showing how, through future thinking, his company Not Just A Label is providing a
platform for the fashion designers of the future.
One of the key principles, is to give power back to the creative. When selling direct to
consumer, Not Just A Label (NJAL) has a standard 70/30 per cent profit split in the designer’s
favour – a detail that has been implemented since day one, when Siegel discovered that
designers were being left with a mere five per cent profit when selling through third parties.
It’s a model that designers – especially emerging ones – are increasingly adopting, and one of
the most transparent insights Siegel revealed was that when NJAL conducted a survey among
emerging designers on its platform as to how they were approaching sales, 91 per cent said
that they are selling direct. More interesting than that, an overwhelming proportion said that
taking up a spot in the Paris Fashion Week tradeshow rooms (traditionally where designers go
to attract buyers) “would be a waste of time and not a viable selling option” any longer.
For an industry currently in flux when it comes to the divisive see-now, buy-now model, the
shift in seasons, and the ever-revolving musical chairs of fashion brand CEOs and creative
directors, these are sobering statistics that will give food for thought to established houses.
And, they’ll no doubt provide a source of inspiration for emerging designers – who hold the
power according to Siegel.
“Businesses of the past have not placed individuals first,” said Siegel. “Industries such as
luxury, I hate to say, have become antiquated and selfish.”
The key in making it a reality is transparency, said Siegel, who strongly believes “the key
players in luxury are independent brands and emerging designers.” Through NJAL, he has
established numerous initiatives and created retail events that practice what he preaches:
putting the designer first. A pop-up shop at the Waldorf Hotel (which, incidentally, paid
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NJAL to take the space, rather than the other way around) was a sellout and netted the
designers involved a neat $20,000 each to use to develop their businesses in the following
months. The company’s ambitious Origin, Passion and Beliefs project saw it promote the
concept of slow fashion, and partnered 100 designers from around the world with 100 of
Italy’s manufacturers – reconnecting creativity on every level; and an airport-sized shop
popped up in the Dubai Design District soon after, featuring 400 designers from all over the
world (again NJAL got paid to take the space) and attracting 21,000 people in the opening
weekend. It is all, Siegel said, about establishing “honest and less wasteful supply chains” –
encouraging new talent and rescuing the culture and expertise that already exists.
INDIGITAL
“Digital and tech will shoot us back by 100 years but also back to the future,” said Siegel.
“We are creating a system where the creator can sell directly – this was happening 100 years
ago, but somehow has been forgotten.
”But it’s more of a 360-degree approach than just sorting out the supply chains. Mindful
luxury is also about giving the designers space to create, said Siegel.
“Independent designers tell us that they can work from anywhere – with a great idea and a
laptop, a designer can inspire globally,” said Siegel. “They want to live in cities where they
don’t need to compare themselves to other designers all the time. They want to live in cities
where they can make mistakes – this is so important, we must create scenarios where
designers can make mistakes.”
Calling on CEOs and big businesses to wake up to the demands of the designers of the future,
Siegel told the gathered delegates to take note. “Data is the new oil. Whether you like it or
not, you have to accept that data will change your business.”
He also asked them to remember that there is a straightforward way to achieve authenticity
and connect with customers: “A brand can show authenticity if it stands up for what it’s
selling,” he said, adding that it is possible to change, brands just have to want to.
“We need to be more transparent and the only way to make people care is to tell the full
story,” closed Siegel. “Changing the world is not an option, it is an obligation – at least to
try.”
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Appendix 15 – Article Not Just a Label (NJAL)
HOW CAN EMERGING DESIGNERS BEAT THE FASHION SYSTEM?
IT’S NO SECRET THAT THE FASHION INDUSTRY IS CURRENTLY IN A TOTAL
STATE OF FLUX. WITH THE EXPLOSION OF SOCIAL MEDIA AND THE DIZZYING
SPEEDS WITH WHICH WE CONSUME FASHION IN A DIGITAL AGE, COMES
IMMENSE PRESSURE ON BRANDS AND DESIGNERS TO KEEP UP.
Consequentially, we have witnessed the departures of some of the biggest names in fashion:
Raf Simons gave up the reigns at Dior and Alber Elbaz took his bow as creative director at
Lanvin. Since these highly symbolic walkouts, the fashion industry has spiralled into a mediaperpetuated hype of dramatic finger-pointing and self-indulgent catastrophizing. Click-bait
headlines and hyperbole aside, is the industry really ‘in crisis’? Or is it just in need of some
serious reform? How can young designers navigate the industry’s recent tectonic shifts and
implement the changes we all want to see?
If you think about the course of fashion over the last year, disregarding Vetements mania,
there has been nothing else that has dominated industry conversation quite like discussions
about the industry itself. I would like to acknowledge the self-irony here; I am aware that this
article is, of course, another voice in the over-saturated debate. Indeed, it seems next to
impossible to work in fashion without being steeped in the conversation as to what is wrong
with the industry and how we can change it. The unsustainability of fast fashion, the validity
of the fashion week schedule, the introduction of see-now-buy-now shows; everything is up
for debate. Dare I say that the topic is erring dangerously on the side of overkill? It has
become a case of less talk more action
Furthermore, the dialectic is almost always focused on the big fashion houses and levelled at a
macro-level approach of looking at the industry. Not much thought seems to be being given to
the idea that the change could and should come from the ground up. Post-Brexit, the political
apathy of today’s youth in Britain has prickled painfully to the surface. If only more young
people ventured to make their voices heard, perhaps the big dogs at the top would start
listening. Apathy lulls you into a state of inaction, when what we really need is direct combat.
The same issue of apathy in the broader political spectrum can also be applied to the little old
fashion industry. There have been countless opinion pieces in which young designers have
voiced dissatisfaction, frustration and even disgust at the fashion system yet too often these
words don’t seem to manifest themselves in their collections. Young designers are afraid that
if they speak out too much, the system will reject them. NJAL designer Martine Jarlgaard
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points out that while sustainability can be a USP for a young brand, she is afraid to push these
values too much for fear of it overshadowing her design aesthetic. “The situation is double
sided because ethical awareness is often seen as uncool in an industry based on glamour and a
fast paced lifestyle,” she bemoans.
When considering the protean landscape of fashion at present and the hegemonic power of
fashion conglomerates, it would seem that resistance for young brands is futile. Eugene
Rabkin, editor of StyleZeitgeist magazine highlights the painful truth that it is predominantly
those with money and connections that are making it in the increasingly overheated fashion
climate. “Make no mistake, the supposed mavericks of fashion, like Vetements, did not
succeed by somehow being outsiders- that's a myth. They are well-funded and sleek and know
how to play the game. Many of the so-called independent designers that have runway shows,
especially those who show in London, such as Mary Kantratzou and Simone Rocha, come
from family money.” Lotta Volkova, the Vetements super-stylist expressed a notable lack of
disdain for the fashion system in a recent interview with 032c, a comment that seems a little
discordant coming from the supposed rebel of the fashion world. “We need the system. We
just want to do what we enjoy doing. The system helps us do that.” Indeed. Perhaps it isn’t so
outlandish to suggest that the system is literally designed to keep those positioned at the upper
echelons of the industry firmly in place and to prevent those at the bottom from rising up.
However, all is not lost. It’s easy to get caught up in the idea that the ‘system is broken’, but
first we must consider whether we even need it to be fixed. The only reason the big fashion
houses are floundering in the midst of the social media storm is that their business models
were built before the digital revolution and they are having to find ways to adapt. The
doctrinal season model, to which the power houses have adhered to for decades, no longer
upholds in a globalised world of hyper-connectivity, instantaneity and a seasonless collective
consciousness. Big brands are scared, they have too much at stake and they can’t implement
changes on a small scale without impacting on the vast makeup of their businesses. Jean
Touitou, creative director of French label APC, seconds this motion; “the big houses, they are
totally disorganised, they don't know how to take risk, they are too big.” In a way they are just
like the elderly electorate who voted leave in the referendum because they would like things
to just go back to the way they were.
Since fashion is an industry steeped in tradition, and the storied fashion houses represent
everything fashion has always been about, it’s very hard to resist the notion that in order for a
young designer to succeed, they have to do everything in the same way. There is so much
pressure on young designers to put on a show or presentation and so much time, money and
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energy is spent on achieving this goal when really it should be spent focusing on quality and
building a strong design signature. Falling slave to a system that allows no space for creative
renewal, when you are a young designer still learning to communicate your aesthetic language
is a fool’s errand. NJAL designer Sadie Clayton backs up this notion from a practical
standpoint, “the funds needed to meet fast turnaround times are much more than fit a young
designers budget as we are often ‘fit in to’ production lines and cannot afford to pay for
priority development and production.” Young designers are better off streamlining their
collections and focusing on capsule collections.
For the social media savvy new generation of designers; digital can provide a secret weapon.
Sadie Clayton encourages other emerging designers to harness the power of social media as a
branding tool, “there are so many avenues to market and to build brand awareness through
digital and social media which enables young designers to own and control their messaging
and brand identity.” Portugese brand Marques'Almeida have discovered an easy, effective and
cost free method of communicating directly with their customers. Anyone on the brand’s
email database receives hand written stories about the brand, stories of the people who work
there, what they like to eat, what music they like to listen to etc. Receiving emails that create a
personalised experience, rather than geared by e-commerce has proved an effective way of
making consumers connect with a brand. Statistics show that today’s average consumer
spends more of their disposable income on experiences than material goods. Giving
consumers authentic experiences will allow them to feel part of a tribe. For Eugene Rabkin,
this personalised approach is key, “the only way I see for a young designer to step outside of
the system is to create a cult following.”
Young designers need to be radical in approaching the ways they might adapt and survive in
the brave new world. As Orsola de Castro, founder of Fashion Revolution points out, “to be
radical is to be a pioneer, and pioneers make their own points of reference.” The successful
London designer Claire Barrow recently released a press release in which she announced that
she “is looking to take the chance to really look at the way her work is presented and how she
can develop in myriad ways, for the moment outside of the fashion week cycle." Let this be
an encouragement to other designers thinking about taking the plunge. We are in times of
great change; and change calls for innovation. Why not use Instagram as a form of
presentation instead? Or look at other ways to reduce the costs of runway shows through
technical innovation, by creating augmented reality enhanced look books or eliminating the
costs of hiring multiple models by using just one model and creating a hologram. “Honestly
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this season I’ve been tempted to do a collection with only one dress just to make a statement,”
asserts Martine Jarlgaard. This is exactly the sort of direct action the industry needs.
Yohjo Yamamoto, famous for his anti-fashion stance, once said that a designer should hate
fashion because if they didn’t hate it they would never change it. The frustration that young
designers feel towards the system needs to be channeled into powerful statements. Orsola de
Castro encourages designers to find the antidote to apathy, “by collaborating, by innovating,
by measuring success differently, by looking at growth in a more holistic, realistic, healthy
way.”
Leaders are those with the courage to stand out. March to a different beat and you’ll have
everyone following in your footsteps.
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Appendix 16 – Article Het Parool

Kleren lenen met een bibliotheekpas
7 DECEMBER 2014

Tachtig procent van de tijd dragen we maar twintig procent van onze kleding. Met dat
gegeven in gedachten kwamen de vrouwen achter Lena the Fashion Library op hun idee: een
bibliotheek voor kleding. Bij Lena kunnen vrouwen onbeperkt kleding lenen tegen een vast
bedrag per maand.
'Er zijn zo veel mooie spullen die op een grote berg belanden,' zegt Suzanne Smulders (29),
verant-woordelijk voor de marketing en communicatie van de kledingbibliotheek. 'Veel
vrouwen kopen kleren die ze maar weinig dragen: na één of twee keer belandt het op een
stapel achter in de kast, om daar niet meer vandaan te komen.'
De kledingbieb heeft een puntenabonnement: voor bijna twintig euro per maand mag je voor
honderd punten kleren meenemen. Een avondjurk of een jas is daarbij honderd punten waard,
een topje vijfentwintig. Zolang je de kleren terugbrengt - als een kledingstuk na een paar keer
lenen goed bevalt, kun je het kopen - kun je dus voor een beperkt bedrag elke dag iets nieuws
aan. Tegen zo'n paskamer kan geen reguliere winkel op.
Naast een praktische oplossing voor vrouwen die snel uitgekeken raken op hun kledingkast is
Lena ook ideologisch verantwoord. 'Dat zoveel kleren niet of nauwelijks worden gedragen, is
zonde. Zeker als je kijkt naar de productiemethode van kleren in fabrieken. Of als je nadenkt
over de gevolgen voor het milieu.'
Bij Lena is de kleding van hoge kwaliteit; een groot deel van de collectie is vintage. 'De
kwaliteit van kleren van vroeger is gewoon veel beter. De snel veranderende mode van nu is
niet gemaakt om lang mee te gaan. Maar we bieden ook nieuwe labels kansen.' Het is de
bedoeling dat abonnees in de toekomst hun in onbruik geraakte kleren inleveren.
Abonnees wassen zelf hun tijdelijke kleren. Eerst wilden de vrouwen van Lena dat in de
winkel doen, maar dat liep niet: klanten vonden het maar gek om vieze was in te leveren.
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Appendix 17 – Article NRC Next

Zo groot was je kledingkast nog nooit
Bespaar dit jaar op een nieuwe outfit voor Kerst en Oud & Nieuw. Leen je kleding bij een
kledingbibliotheek. Onbeperkt shoppen, zonder dat je aan de prijs hoeft te denken.
19 december 2014
De blouse is zachtroze, heeft een vormeloos model met gigantische schoudervullingen en een
drukke print. Precies het soort kledingstuk dat ik nooit van mijn leven zou dragen, laat staan
kopen. Al was het alleen maar omdat het moeilijk te ‘combineren’ is. Maar Diana Jansen (32),
mede-eigenaar van fashion library, Lena geeft advies. „Knoopjes tot de kin dicht, en een
beetje nonchalant in je rok stoppen.”
De blouse gaat mee.
Deze maand opende ‘Lena, the Fashion Library’ in Amsterdam. Bedacht door de de 29-jarige
Suzanne Smulders en drie zussen Jansen: Elisa (30), Angela (34) en Diana (32). Het grote
verschil met een normale winkel: je leent de kleding, zoals een boek in een gewone
bibliotheek. Je neemt een abonnement, betaalt een vast bedrag per maand (vanaf 19,95 euro)
en kan daarna onbeperkt kleding lenen en weer terugbrengen. Hoe lang je de kledingstukken
houdt mag je zelf weten. Jansen: „We hebben al wel mensen die na één dag alweer wat
nieuws komen halen.”
Suzanne Smulders wijst naar een opvallend geel colbert. „Bij ons kun je ’m meenemen voor
een tijdje, en zodra jij of je omgeving erop uitgekeken is, ruil je het kledingstuk weer om.”
Het idee erachter - behalve natuurlijk een walhalla voor fashionista’s - is dat dit duurzamer is
dan altijd maar nieuwe kleding kopen. Het past in de tijd van de deeleconomie. Smulders:
„We willen het bewustzijn aanwakkeren met betrekking tot het kopen, kopen en nog eens
kopen.” Van alle kleding in de winkel is daarom ook 80 procent vintage.
Toch is het een beetje een vreemd idee, om in kleding te lopen die anderen ook dragen. Dit
gaat net een stap verder dan gewoon tweedehands, en dat is voor veel mensen al een drempel.
Stinkt het niet? Wat gebeurt er als er vlekken in komen, of als je het onherstelbaar beschadigt?
Jansen: „Je mag drie grote fouten maken. Denk aan een glas wijn erover of een gescheurde
naad.” Daarna betaal je een boete (een kwart van de verkoopprijs van het kledingstuk in
kwestie). De kleding moet je zelf thuis wassen, behalve bijzondere stoffen – die doen ze liever
zelf.
En ja, het werkt goed. De roze blouse voelt al gelijk bij het kaartje afknippen als ‘eigen’. Bij
een bibliotheekboek herinneren de muffe geur en vlekken op de pagina’s je eraan dat het boek
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geleend is. Maar bij kleding heb je dat totaal niet door. En omdat je toch weet dat het maar
tijdelijk is, ben je geneigd veel sneller voor bijzondere kleding te kiezen. Voor een galafeestje
leen ik een dure jas – alleen maar omdat-ie mooi bij de jurk kleurt. Dat ik dan de blouse weer
moet inleveren is niet erg - die kan ik morgen wel weer komen lenen. Het voelt precies zoals
de bedoeling was van het concept: onbeperkt shoppen, zonder dat je aan prijs hoeft te denken.
Bij Lena hangen ook nieuwe kleren tussen het vintage. Smulders: „Duurzame merken, zoals
Wintervacht, Elementum en Alchemis. En van Filippa K mogen we hun oude collectie in de
winkel hangen.”
Maar de meeste winkels moesten er zelf ook aan wennen. „We hebben meer merken benaderd
of ze mee wilden werken, maar de meeste willen het even afwachten.” Zelf denken ze dat het
goed komt. In deze maand alleen verkochten ze al vijfentachtig abonnementen. „We horen
ook heel veel mensen die dit zelf willen opstarten in hun eigen stad. Uiteindelijk zullen wel
meer merken en winkels overstag gaan.”
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Appendix 18 – Fast Company article
Fast Company Magazine

At This Fashion Library, You Check Out Clothes Instead Of Buying Them
You can put your own unused clothes on loan, too.
If you’re like the average American, you have hundreds of dollars’ worth of never-worn
clothing in your closet, and throw out as much as ten pounds of clothes in a year. SUZANNE
SMULDERS
If you’re like the average American, you have hundreds of dollars’ worth of never-worn
clothing in your closet, and throw out as much as 10 pounds of clothes in a year. Thanks to
the rise of cheap fashion, you probably still own five times as many clothes as your mother
did in 1980.
It’s clear most of us have an appetite for collecting a never-ending series of new outfits. But
it’s an impulse we may be able to indulge without actually buying anything new–or
contributing to the social and environmental costs of fast fashion. At a fashion library in
Amsterdam, customers can come in as often as they want to check out a new outfit. When
they want something else, they can come back to swap it out.
“We believe we live in an over-consuming society,” say Suzanne Smulders, who co-founded
Lena, The Fashion Library, with three other young entrepreneurs. “Especially when it comes
to clothing. In Holland we throw away 240 million kilos of textiles a year, while there are
very bad circumstances in the whole chain. Time for a change, we thought.”
With a membership, you get access to the library’s full closet of vintage and designer clothes.
The library looks like any other boutique, but after choosing something, customers pull out a
library card instead of cash. Each item is assigned points–a top is 25 points, while a designer
piece might be 100. Depending on someone’s subscription, you can always have a certain
number of points of clothing at home, and come in at any point to pick up something new. (If
you really love something after trying it out, you can also buy it.) Customers can also bring in
some of their own clothing to loan to the library temporarily.
In theory, the library could replace shopping at regular stores. “Some of our customers tell us
they haven’t bought anything since they have their memberships, maybe some basics only,”
says Smulders. “So yes, if you have an efficient wardrobe at home we definitely believe that’s
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possible. We also experience it ourselves–since we have LENA, we don’t go shopping
anymore.”
Ultimately, the team believes that the larger fashion industry needs to shift to a sharing model,
whether it’s more clothing libraries or Netflix-like systems like Rent the Runway.
“We need to make a change in the whole system,” Smulders says. “Even if brands start using
eco materials, it is still about making as much sales as possible. Our opinion is that overconsumption is one of the biggest problems in the industry. There should be more focus on
craftsmanship and quality in order to produce long-lasting items that we can all share
together.”
The library currently has 1,200 items in stock at any moment, and another 500 checked out to
customers. Eventually, they hope to expand to other cities around the world. “Our dream is to
go on holidays with some hand luggage and your library card, and have access to a big LENA
wardrobe wherever you are,” says Smulders.
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Appendix 19 – Article The Volkskrant
Even naar de bieb voor een jurkje
We letten steeds beter op of kleding wel duurzaam is gemaakt. Een broek weggooien, is ook
passé, zie de initiatieven als krijgdekleertjes.nl of de kledingruilfeesten.
Jonathan Witteman 12 maart 2016
Jaarlijks geven Nederlanders tussen de 11 en 12 miljard euro uit aan kleding. Een groot deel
daarvan leidt een kwijnend bestaan in de garderobe: naar schatting dragen we 80 procent van
de tijd slechts 20 procent van onze kleren. Een groeiend aantal initiatieven probeert daarin
verandering te brengen onder het mom van consuminderen en milieubesparing. Hoe? Door
kleding onderling uit te ruilen of met behulp van een kledingbibliotheek.
Aan de Westerstraat in Amsterdam, hartje Jordaan, huist sinds eind 2014 de kledingbieb Lena
the Fashion Library. Inmiddels telt de bieb 270 abonnees en 1.600 kledingstukken. Een
simpele spijkerbroek van H&M zul je niet tegenkomen in de rekken. Lena richt zich op
vintage kleren van minimaal twintig jaar oud.
Daarnaast werkt de bieb samen met jonge ontwerpers en merken als Wintervacht, Studio
Henke en Mud Jeans. 'Het moeten kwaliteitsvolle en het liefst zo duurzaam mogelijk kleren
zijn', zegt medeoprichter Elisa Jansen. 'Klanten hebben een abonnement, dus we moeten
ervoor zorgen dat ze altijd iets leuks kunnen vinden.'
De klantenkring van Lena blijkt veel breder dan de oprichters hadden verwacht. 'We mikten
op de doelgroep tussen de 25 en de 40 jaar', vertelt Jansen. 'Maar onze jongste abonnee is 15
en ook dames van 50plus zijn lid.' Haar verklaring? 'Ik denk dat steeds meer mensen zich
bewust worden van het feit dat we zo onnodig veel spullen hebben. Mensen zien de onzin van
het massaconsumeren in en willen graag duurzamer zijn. En ze vinden het leuk om voor
weinig geld steeds nieuwe kleren te kunnen ontdekken.'
Kinderkleertjes ruilen
Cerian van Gestel zat vier jaar geleden opgescheept met tassen vol kleding waar haar drie
kinderen in sneltreinvaart waren uitgegroeid. 'In mijn omgeving was er ook niemand aan wie
ik de kleren kwijt kon. Daarom ging ik online zoeken of er een leuke manier bestond om
kinderkleding door te geven.' In Nederland was die er niet, ontdekte Van Gestel en dus begon
ze haar initiatief 'Krijg de kleertjes', dat eind 2012 online ging. Via krijgdekleertjes.nl kunnen
vaders en moeders op een makkelijke manier een pakket met te kleine kinderkleertjes ruilen
voor een voorraad passende kleren.
Inmiddels telt Krijg de kleertjes vierduizend leden in Nederland. De opkomst van het
kledingruilen heeft volgens Van Gestel ook simpelweg met internet te maken, dat het
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makkelijk maakt om gelijkgestemden te ontmoeten en een logistiek op te zetten.
Tegelijkertijd is Krijg de kleertjes anno 2016 niet louter meer een internetfenomeen, vertelt
ze. Op zeventien plekken in het land zijn tot nu toe 'ruilpunten' opgezet, waar vrijwilligers
kleding uitstallen in hun huiskamer, schuur of op de keukentafel. Ouders kunnen een bezoekje
brengen aan een ruilpunt als ze de kleding in spe van hun kroost liever eerst van dichtbij
willen bekijken of aanraken voordat ze tot een aankoop overgaan.
Kledingruilfeest
Maartje Maas is nog een stap verder gegaan dan ruilpunten: ze is de bedenker van het concept
'kledingruilfeestje'. 'Ik had altijd in een studentenhuis met vrouwen gewoond', vertelt de
oprichtster van Little Green Dress. 'Als je dan naar een feestje ging en je had weer eens niets
om aan te trekken, klopte je bij een van je huisgenoten aan en leende een mooie outfit. Dat
viel toch een beetje tegen toen ik op mezelf ging wonen - een kopje suiker vragen aan je
buren is toch wat minder persoonlijk dan een jurk.'
In een eurekamoment besloot Maas om dan maar haar voormalige huisgenoten uit te nodigen
voor een kledingruilfeest. Een nieuw woord was geboren. 'Het was meteen een grote hit. Ook
vrouwen die elkaar helemaal niet kenden stonden opeens halfnaakt voor de spiegel elkaars
outfits te becommentariëren.'
Met haar bedrijf Little Green Dress organiseert Maas nu zes tot acht keer per jaar in
Nederland een kledingruilfeest waar tussen de vijftig en zestig vrouwen op af komen. Ze doet
dat naast haar baan bij het deeleconomieplatform Konnektid. Een van de hoogtepunten was
een ruilfeest voor transseksuelen die na hun geslachtsverandering met veel kleding
opgescheept zaten waar ze niets meer aan hadden.
'De afgelopen jaren is er ook in de mode-industrie gelukkig meer aandacht gekomen voor
duurzaamheid', verklaart Maas de groeiende populariteit van het ruilen van kleding.
'Consumenten zijn zich bewuster van de misstanden in de industrie en willen beter omgaan
met hun kleren. Ook de crisis heeft geholpen: mensen willen zuiniger omgaan met hun geld
en dezelfde levensstandaard houden. Kledingbibliotheken of ruilfeestjes geven daar een
mooie mogelijkheid toe.'
Zaar eigen koopgedrag is er ook door veranderd, zegt Maas. 'Ik koop een stuk minder kleren
dan voorheen. Door te ruilen, kun je een hoop geld te besparen. En als je dan nieuwe kleren
koopt, kun je met het bespaarde geld betere kwaliteit kopen, kledingstukken die je hele leven
meegaan. Oma's droegen vroeger vaak heel lang dezelfde kleren, maar dat kwam ook omdat
ze hele goede kwaliteit kochten, waar ze heel lang mee konden doen. Dat wil ik ook: slow
fashion in plaats van fast fashion.'
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Appendix 20 – Article Fashion United

Lena the fashion library is online
Caitlyn Terra
Dinsdag 21 maart 2017
Items lenen bij kledingbibliotheek Lena kan vanaf deze week ook online. Een selecte groep
heeft als eerste toegang vanwege hun support bij een Kickstarter-actie. Anderen kunnen
binnenkort gaan lenen bij de bibliotheek.
Het idee voor een online versie van de bibliotheek was volgens het bedrijf de afstand die veel
mensen te groot vonden. Zo is ook te lezen op de pagina van de Kickstarter-campagne.
“Daarom wilde we een totaal nieuwe website maken met deze nieuwe service van een
netwerk aan locaties waardoor de leners meer vrijheid hebben. Dit leidde tot Lena online en
de ‘swap.points’.”
Op dit moment zijn er vijf ‘swap.points’ in Amsterdam, één in Utrecht en één in Eindhoven,
waar items gebracht of geleend kunnen worden. Ook kan de gebruiker kiezen om een
kledingstuk naar hun huis te laten sturen.
Het lenen bij Lena the fashion library werkt met een systeem op basis van punten. Elk
kledingstuk heeft een bepaald aantal punten. De gebruiker sluit dan ook een abonnement af
met een hoeveelheid punten per kwartaal of een strippenkaart.
Het bedrijf won in 2015 de prijs voor beste start-up.
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Appendix 21 – Article One World Magazine
Circulair voorwaarts
Hoe sociaal ondernemers streven naar een circulaire economie
Wist je dat het grondstofgebruik tussen 1980 en 2020 is verdubbeld en in de periode tot 2050
opnieuw zal verdriedubbelen als we op dezelfde voet doorgaan? Onze planeet heeft het steeds
zwaarder te verduren. En het is maar de vraag of de aarde leefbaar blijft voor de generaties die
volgen. Nog steeds is het namelijk zo dat we grondstoffen winnen voor producten die (te snel)
op de vuilnishoop belanden. Deze oude manier van produceren, van take, make and dispose,
nemen, maken en weer weggooien is simpelweg onhoudbaar. Het leidt tot een enorme
afvalberg die belastend is voor het milieu. Daarnaast zijn grondstofvoorraden eindig; er is al
een tekort aan bepaalde broodnodige materialen. Daarom moeten we naar reduce, reuse en
recycle.
Problemen zien als opportunity
Gelukkig zien sociaal ondernemers deze problemen juist als een kans. Dat het begint bij delen
zag Lena Fashion Library in. Hier kun je lenen van ‘opkomende designers, duurzame labels
en de mooiste vintage’ voor een vast bedrag per maand. Maar ook het langer gebruiken van
spullen is belangrijk. Een bekende in dit veld is natuurlijk het Amerikaanse Patagonia, dat het
repareren van kleding aanmoedigt en op hun website uitlegt hoe je de levensduur van een
kledingstuk kunt verlengen. Of kijk naar Loop.alife, een Nederlands bedrijf met een volledig
circulaire collectie. Zij sorteren oude kleding op kleur, maken er garens van en toveren deze
weer om tot nieuwe kledingstukken.
Op naar designed to last
Een ander probleem is de ‘designed to fail’ economie. Producenten zijn er namelijk bij gebaat
om producten te maken die niet lang meegaan. ‘Werd techniek vroeger nog ingezet om
nieuwe oplossingen te creëren, tegenwoordig zie je dat techniek wordt gebruikt om een
probleem te creëren. Producten zijn designed to fail’, aldus Thomas Rau. Op naar ‘designed to
last’ producten. Een onderneming die dat doet is Bundles. Hier lease je een Miele
wasmachine, droger of afwasmachine en betaal je per wasbeurt. Bundles neemt ook het
onderhoud voor zijn rekening. Een andere onderneming die een kans zag in het afvalprobleem
is Afval Loont. Zij laten zien dat afval wel degelijk waarde heeft. Je kunt hier je afval
inleveren (en je krijgt er nog geld voor ook) en Afval Loont scheidt het afval en verkoopt het
weer door. Er zijn ook sociaal ondernemers die van afval iets nieuws maken, zoals Black Bear
Carbon. Zij halen vervuilende roetdeeltjes (carbon black) uit autobanden en gebruiken deze
vervolgens in nieuwe autobanden, plastics of de toner in je printer.
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‘’Het vigerende economische systeem is zo sterk, onze gewoonten zijn zo diep ingeslepen, dat
het de moed van de sociaal ondernemers nodig heeft om het te doorbreken.’’ – Harald Friedl,
Circular Economy.
Meer voorbeelden
Maar er zijn nog veel meer ondernemingen die streven naar een circulaire economie, zoals
NNOF, Peerby, Snappcar, cambio, Happy Kiddo, Bundles, Ahrend, Perfect Logistics,
RotterZwam, Caffungi, GRO holland, Babylone Beer en Ioniqa. Benieuwd hoe zij dat doen,
welke impact zij creëren en hoe jij kan helpen? Lees het vijfde hoofdstuk van Zaken die je
raken. Koop het voor jezelf of geef het kado aan iemand die gelooft in actie!
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Appendix 22 - Coding structure (following Gioia et al., 2013)
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